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The World of Question Quest

Kai Crystals, long lost power sources of the ancients, are 
being rediscovered across the world of Quandrus. Crystal 
hunters from all lands are converging on the engineering 
town of Qualia to seek their fortunes. The Great Crystal Rush 
is on!

But, there are dark undercurrents at work.

The noble class, long entrenched in their lives of castles
and courtly intrigue, are losing ground to the crystal
KYP]LU�^LHS[O�ÅVVKPUN�PU[V�[OL�JP[PLZ��7VSP[PJPHUZ��N\PSK
leaders and merchant lords are usurping the kings and
queens of old.

Magicians, once the unchallenged wielders of Kai energy, are 
threatened by the rise of crystal engineering. The magicians’ 
college of Eshalar is in turmoil over how to address this new 
world, where anyone with the right technology can harness 
[OL�2HP�ÄLSKZ�HZ�^LSS�HZ�[OL�ILZ[�VM�THNLZ�

The equine race of Mythics, displaced from their ancestral 
lands, wander the far reaches of Quandrus in search of their 
place in this new world. Some tribes advocate war, others 
choose to retreat into the ever shrinking wilderness. Still 
others resign themselves to an impoverished life in the cities.

Just as larger, more powerful crystals are being discovered 
each year, monsters are becoming bigger, stronger, and 
more likely to attack. These fearsome beasts tend to cluster 
around points of high Kai energy where the best crystals 
are found. As a result, crystal hunters and monsters are 
constantly clashing, with bloodshed on both sides.

Against this backdrop, our six characters meet, and our story begins!

Welcome to Quandrus, a world of soaring cities, dense wilderness, ancient magic, and 
mysterious technology. This is a place where anything can happen!

Kal and his crystal hunting team explore every corner of Quandrus looking for fun, 
excitement, and above all, powerful Kai crystals that can make their fortune.

Question Quest is the story of this merry band and their adventures.

A Struggle for Power...
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Bansom

Kal Subasa

Knites

Crystal Hunter
Sharpshooter

Engineer
Healer

Kal grew up a stableboy in Eastern Quandrus before being
conscripted into the Sivenwatch army. While he learned 
ZVTL�[HJ[PJZ�HUK�Z^VYKWSH �̀�OPZ�NLU[SL�UH[\YL�^HZ�H�WVVY�Ä[�
for a soldier’s life.

Kal escaped the army and wandered the lands of Quandrus 
looking for his purpose. Time and time again, he found he 
only had one real talent; detecting the prescence of elusive 
and valuable Kai energy crystals.

(M[LY�ÄUHSS`�ZJYHWPUN�[VNL[OLY�LUV\NO�NVSK�[V�WH`�MVY�OPZ�
crystal hunting license, Kal arrived in Qualia ready to start a 
new life. But he soon found out to be a great crystal hunter, 
he needed a crew with a wide set of skills. And so he began 
HZZLTISPUN�OPZ�TPZÄ[�IHUK�VM�JY`Z[HS�O\U[LYZ��

Drawn from all over the world, Kal’s crystal hunting team is 
turning heads in Qualia and setting records for the largest, 
most powerful crystals ever discovered. Together they ex-
plore the untamed wilds of Quandrus looking for adventure 
and fortune in The Great Crystal Rush.

Bansom was born and raised in the engineering town of 
Qualia. From an early age he was fascinated by the rise of 
crystal technology. As soon as was eligible he joined the 
Engineer’s Guild and became the youngest engineer in 
history to attain the rank of master craftsman.

But Bansom struggled in the hierarchy of the Guild 
system. His unbridled creativity and headstrong ways 
SLK�[V�JVUZ[HU[�JVUÅPJ[Z�^P[O�[OL�.\PSK�LSKLYZ��(M[LY�VUL�
transgression too many, Bansom was thrown out of the 
Engineer’s Guild.

Bansom made ends meet with the occasional mechanic 
job, but without Kai crystals or the gold to afford them, he 
couldn’t continue his crystal technology work.

>OLU�)HUZVT�TL[�2HS��P[�^HZ�H�UH[\YHS�Ä[��;OL`�IV[O�ZOHYL�
H�KPZ[Y\Z[�VM�H\[OVYP[`�HUK�H�aLHS�MVY�JY`Z[HSZ��>P[O�2HS»Z�
JY`Z[HS�ÄUKPUN�ZRPSSZ�HUK�)HUZVT»Z�LUNPULLYPUN�NLUP\Z��[OL`�
form the foundation of Kal’s crystal hunting team.

Subasa is a member of the reclusive Itokian warrior tribe. Itokians are 
legendary archers who will hire out their unmatched sharpshooting skills 
for a very high price. After a few years in mercenary service, Subasa did 
the unthinkable; she left the Itok community for a life of independence.

Subasa immersed herself in the various cultures of Quandrus, hiring out 
OLY�IV^�HUK�Å\[L�ZRPSSZ�[V�RLLW�[OL�NVSK�JVTPUN�PU��:OL�L]LU[\HSS`�THKL�
her way to the boom town of Qualia, where she met two rookie crystal 
hunters named Kal and Bansom.

After working together, Subasa was impressed by Kal and Bansom’s 
carefree spirits and easy camraderie. She accepted Kal’s offer to become an 
equal partner in Kal’s crystal hunting enterprise.

Subasa is an unmatched archer and brilliant tactician. She brings much 
needed focus to the team as they hunt for crystals around the world. She 
may be somewhat aloof at times, but beneath her cool exterior is an eager 
explorer loving every minute of her adventures with her new friends.

Knites’s Kai-channeling horn makes her an ultra-rare member
of the Mythic race. The horn can be used to craft arcane 
magical items, making Knites a constant target for magicians 
and unscrupulous trappers who crave wealth and power.

As an infant she was left in the care of the Sundari, a 
JVTT\UP[`�VM�MLTHSL�ÄNO[LYZ��OLHSLYZ��HUK�ZLLYZ��:OL»Z�
WYVÄJPLU[�PU�OHUK�[V�OHUK�JVTIH[��HUK�L_JLSZ�PU�[OL�OLHSPUN�HY[Z�

While sent away to the mountains for solitary training, 
her Sundari order came under attack from mysterious forces 
and was wiped out. Knites blames herself for this tragedy.

Homeless and heartbroken, Knites took to the wilderness. But 
greedy trappers were always one step behind. When she heard 
Qualia was offering refuge to all Mythics, she cautiously made 
her way towards the western city.

Outside the city walls, Kal and his team, with the help of Irwin, 
rescued Knites from a large party of trappers. As Kal, Bansom, 
Subasa, and Irwin nursed her back to health, she learned to trust 
them and asked to join the team on their adventures.
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A. What’s your answer?  What are the plural forms of these words?

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for “Are these ... ?”

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A, 
    or try to use new words!

Circle the correct answer. Ex. rock rock     rocks     rockes     rockies

1. box     box     boxs     boxes     boxies

2. knife   knife    knifes    knivies   knives

3. !sh       ÄZO������ÄZOZ������ÄZOPLZ�����ÄZOLZ

3. mouse   mouses   mice   mousies   mouse

4. key        key    keyes    keys    keyies

5. hero    ��OLYV���OLYVZ����OLYVLa����OLYVLZ

Ex. Are these rocks?

1. Are these __________________________?

2. Are these __________________________?

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

Yes, they are.
No, they aren’t.

They sure are.
5V��KLÄUP[LS`�UV[�

@LHO��[OL`»YL�KLÄUP[LS`�WLUJPSZ�
Actually, they’re pens.

A. Are these your shoes?
B. Yes, they are.
A. Tell me more!
B. I bought them at a department store.

Ex.

A. Are these ____________________________?

B. _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________

B. _________________________________

A. _________________________________

B. _________________________________

2.

Always expect the unexpected on an 
adventure in the wilds of Quandrus!

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

© 2014 Quest Maker Mediawww.question-quest.com

Kai Magician

Demolition

Irwin was born into a wealthy merchant family from Eshalar, the 
magical city at the heart of Quandrus. As a youth he showed aptitude 
for magic and was sent to the best schools to become a Kai magician.

Irwin showed the potential to become a top-tier mage, but after a 
mysterious incident he suddenly lost all interest in the Kai arts. Irwin 
refused to discuss the incident and dropped out of his magic training.

0UZ[LHK�0Y^PU�PTTLYZLK�OPTZLSM�PU�[OL�WYHJ[PJL�VM�HSJOLT �̀�H�ÄLSK�
looked down upon by most magicians as dull and impenetrable.

In his last year of study, the College of Eshalar tapped Irwin for a 
    secret task that brought him to Qualia. It was on this mission that 
       he helped Kal’s crew save Knites from a deadly ambush.

Kal immediately offered Irwin a spot on the team. Seeing how the 
group could help him reach his goal, Irwin agreed to join up.

Irwin can be quiet and moody, but always comes through when the 
team needs him most. He would be the last to admit it, but he’s come 
to think of the team as his only real friends.

Daphne’s origins are mysterious even to her. She has no memory of who she is or where she came 
MYVT��;OL�ÄYZ[�[OPUN�ZOL�JHU�YLTLTILY�PZ�^HRPUN�\W�PU�[OL�Z[YLL[Z�VM�8\HSPH�ZJHYLK�HUK�HSVUL��:OL�
was taken in and given a name by a troubled old woman who mistook her for her lost daughter.
 
Daphne is a young girl of about ten years old, but has a terrifying 
amount of strength. She can punch through iron doors, throw 
boulders over city walls, and wrestle monsters to the ground. 
No one understands how she does this, least of all Daphne. 
Daphne’s strength eventually frightened her caretaker so much 
that Daphne was labeled a monster and sent back to the streets.

For many months Daphne attempted to hide her power and mix in with the 
other street urchins, but wherever she went trouble followed. When she 
hears stories about an unlikely crystal hunting team with a swordsman, 
an engineer, an Itokian archer, a Mythic unicorn, and a Kai magician, 
she has to see them for herself!

She locates and follows Kal’s team on a crystal hunt, and proves her worth 
by saving the team from an avalanche. Instead of being frightened by her 
WV^LY��2HS�HUK�[OL�NHUN�^LSJVTL�+HWOUL�HZ�HUV[OLY�TPZÄ[�VU�[OLPY�YHN[HN�[LHT�
 
(Z�H�JY`Z[HS�O\U[LY��+HWOUL�PZ�[OYPSSLK�OLY�Z[YLUN[O�PZ�ÄUHSS`�\ZLM\S��>OH[»Z�TVYL�
2HS�OHZ�WYVTPZLK�[V�OLSW�ZVS]L�[OL�W\aaSL�VM�OLY�WHZ[��)\[�TVZ[�VM�HSS�
+HWOUL�PZ�OHWW`�[V�ÄUK�HJJLW[HUJL�HUK�H�ZLUZL�VM�MHTPS`�^P[O�[OL�[LHT�
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Are they …ing … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Add -ing and one or more words to these verbs.

Ex. play playing soccer.

      listen listening to music

1. eat      _____________________________

2. make   _____________________________      

3. go      _____________________________

4. look     _______________________________

5. buy      _______________________________      

6. read    _______________________________

7. wear    _______________________________

8. watch   _______________________________

Ex. Are they playing soccer?
     Are they listening to music?

1. Are they __________ ing _____________ ?

2. Are they __________ ing _____________ ?      

3. Are they __________ ing _____________ ?

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________     

6. ______________________________________

7. ______________________________________

8. ______________________________________

Yes, they are.
No, they aren’t.

Of course they are.
5V��KLÄUP[LS`�UV[�

@LHO��[OL`»YL�KLÄUP[LS`�NVPUN�ZOVWWPUN�
Actually, they’re going to a movie.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Are they playing soccer?
B. Yes, they are.
A. Tell me more!
B. They play soccer every 
    day after school.

Ex. A. Are they ___________ ing _____________________?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

2.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

3.

Greedy trappers hunt Knites 
despite her protected status 
within the walls of Qualia. 

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Are those … ?

A. What’s your answer?  What are the plural forms of these words? 
     Circle the correct answer.

Ex. ball       balls     balles    ballies   ball

1. house     houses   houseses   housess   house

2. woman   womans   womens   women    woman

3. man       men    manes     mans   mens

4. deer       deers    deeres   deer  deerses

5. tooth      tooths    teeth    teethes  tooth

6. foot         foots      feets     feet     foot  

7. child   childs  childes  children  childreen

1. Are those _________________________ ?

2. Are those _________________________ ?

Ex. Are those balls?
      Are those houses expensive?

3. _______________________________________ 

4. _______________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________ 

6. _______________________________________ 

Yes, they are.
No, they aren’t.

They certainly are.
No, of course not.

@LHO��[OL`»YL�KLÄUP[LS`�[HISLZ�
Actually, they’re desks.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Are those sunglasses new?
B. Yes, they are.
A. Tell me more!
B. I bought them on sale
    a few weeks ago.

Ex. A. Are those ___________________________________?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

3.

You never
know what
`V\»SS�ÄUK
scattered
around 
Irwin’s lab!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Can you … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some activities.
Ex. sing

      ride a bike

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

Ex. Can you sing?
      Can you ride a bike?

1. Can you _______________________ ?

2. Can you _______________________ ?

3. ___________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________

Yes, I can.
No, I can’t.

Of course I can!
No, not at all, sorry.

Sure, I do it all the time.
I can, but I’m really bad at it.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Can you swim?
B. Of course I can!
A. Tell me more!
B. I took swimming lessons
    in elementary school.

Ex. A. Can you ____________________________________?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

2.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

    ____________________________________________________

3.

Subasa grew up in a mountainous
region and never learned to swim!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some things and activities that you like.
things: I like ...

peaches

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

activities: I like to ...
play video games

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

Ex. Do you like peaches?
      Do you like to play video games?

1. Do you like _____________________ ?      

2. Do you like to ____________________  ?

3. _______________________________________      

4. _______________________________________

5. _______________________________________      

6. _______________________________________

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Do you like … ?

Yes, I do.
No, I don’t.

Yeah, I love to play video games.
I can’t stand playing video games.

Of course! I could eat carrots all day.
Actually, I prefer tomatoes over carrots.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Do you like spiders?
B. I can’t stand spiders!
A. Tell me more!
B. Spiders have always
    been scary to me.

Ex. A. Do you like ___________________________________ ?

B. _______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _______________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

1.

A. ______________________________________

    ______________________________________

B. ______________________________________

A. ______________________________________

B. ______________________________________

    ____________________________________

2.

Knites is an expert at surviving
in the wilderness. Kal is more

used to life in the city!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete the answers below using the words from part B,
    or try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer?  Write some examples of the following things.
feelings
happy

sad

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

things that hurt
a headache

a broken arm

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

Ex. I’m happy.

      I have a headache.

1. I’m ______________________________ . 

2. I have ___________________________ .

3. I’m ___________________________________ .

4. I have ________________________________ .

5. _______________________________________

6. _______________________________________

A. How are you feeling?
B. I’m OK.
A. Tell me more!
B. Nothing really special
    happened today.

Ex. A. How are you feeling?

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

1.

A. _________________________________________

B. _________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

3.

Knites uses her healing 
powers to keep the 
team in top shape.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate How are you feeling?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How are you feeling? = __________________________________________________________

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete the answers below using the words from part A,
or try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Read these names and guess if they are a he (boy) or a she (girl).

A. What’s your answer?  Check a dictionary or thesaurus. Write similar words.

Ex. happy in a good mood    in good spirits

      sad depressed     miserable

1. scared ______________________________ _______________________________

2. angry ______________________________ _______________________________

3. tired ______________________________ _______________________________

4. nervous ______________________________ _______________________________

5. worried ______________________________ _______________________________

6. excited  ______________________________ _______________________________

Ex. Jacob he

1.  Matthew ____________

2.  Carlos ____________

3. Hannah ____________

4. Olivia ____________

5. Alexander ____________

6. Lydia ____________

7. David ____________

8. Melanie ____________

Ex. He’s in a good mood.

1. He’s    _____________________________ .

2. She’s   _____________________________ .

3. He’s    _____________________________ .

4. She’s   _____________________________ .

5. ____________________________________

6. ____________________________________

7. ____________________________________

A. How is he? (pointing to a boy)
B. He’s in a good mood.
A. Tell me more!
B. He passed his math test.

Ex. A. How is she? (pointing to a girl)

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

1.

A. _________________ ( ________________________ )

B. ___________________________________________

A. ___________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________
   
    ___________________________________________

2.

Being a crystal hunter has a lot of ups and 
downs, which is why you need a strong team!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete the answers below using the words from part B,
    or try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer?  Write some words that describe these different types of weather.

www.question-quest.com

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate How’s the weather?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How’s the weather? = ________________________________________________

Ex.     sunny

1.     ________________________

2.     ________________________

3.     ________________________

4.     ________________________

5.     ________________________

6.     ________________________

Ex. It’s sunny.

1. It’s __________________________ .

2. It’s __________________________ .

3. _________________________________

4. _________________________________

5. _________________________________

6. _________________________________

A. How’s the weather?
B. It’s pouring rain!
A. Tell me more!
B. I forgot to bring my umbrella!

Ex. A. How’s the weather?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________________

3.

Knites checks 
the skies 
for stormy 
weather... 
or incoming 
monsters!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Is (s)he ...ing?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Change these words to their -ing form.

Ex. run        running

1. dance  _________________

2. eat     _________________

3. travel  ___________________

4. sit      ___________________

5. shop   ___________________

6. sleep  ___________________

7. ski      ___________________

8. play    ___________________

Ex. Is he running?

1. Is she ________________ ?

2. Is he _________________ ?

3. Is she ________________ ?

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. ________________________

7. ________________________

8. ________________________

Yes, he is.
No, she isn’t.

Of course she is.
No, of course not.

@LHO��OL»Z�KLÄUP[LS`�ZOVWWPUN�
Actually, she’s exercising.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Is she playing soccer?
     (pointing to a girl)
B. Yes, she is.
A. Tell me more!
B. She plays soccer every
    Thursday morning.

Ex. A. Is he ____________ ing _______________________ ?

    (pointing to a ________________________________ )

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________

   ( ____________________________________________ )

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________________

   ( ____________________________________________ )

B. _____________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

3.

Knites has learned to always be
on guard. She won’t be easily
captured!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Is that a(n) … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A, 
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  List some people, places, and things you see but don’t usually touch.

Ex. a light

������HU�VMÄJL�I\PSKPUN

      a policeman

1. __________________________

2. __________________________

3. __________________________

4. __________________________

5. __________________________

6. __________________________

Ex. Is that a light?

      Is that an VMÄJL�I\PSKPUN?

1. Is that a _____________________________ ?

2. Is that an ____________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

6. ______________________________________

Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.

Of course it is.
No, it couldn’t be.

@LHO��P[»Z�KLÄUP[LS`�HU�VMÄJL�I\PSKPUN�
Actually, it’s a hospital.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Is that a policeman?
B. Actually, it’s a security guard.
A. Tell me more!
B. A policeman works for the city,    
    but a security guard works for a    
    company.

Ex. A. Is that a ________________________________ ?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________

    _____________________________________________

3.

Knites is one 
of the rarest 
creatures in 
the world of 
Quandrus. 
Her magical 
horn attracts 
a lot of 
attention... 
not all of it 
friendly.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Is this…?

B. I have a question! Complete these questions below using the words in part A, 
or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer? Write some English adjectives.

Ex. dangerous        expensive  boring       beautiful

1. ________________      2. ________________     3. ________________     4. ________________

5. ________________      6. ________________     7. ________________     8. ________________

Ex. Is this dangerous? (pointing to an elephant)     Is this expensive? (pointing to a diamond ring) 

1. Is this ____________________?    (pointing to _______________________________________)

2. Is this ____________________?    (pointing to _______________________________________)

3. Is this ____________________?    (pointing to _______________________________________)

4. Is this ____________________?    (pointing to _______________________________________)

Yes, it is.
No, it isn’t.

You bet it is.
No, I don’t think so.

@LHO��P[»Z�KLÄUP[LS`�L_JP[PUN�
Actually, it’s really boring.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Is this delicious?
�����WVPU[PUN�[V�H�T\MÄU�
B. I don’t think so.
A. Tell me more!
B. It has raisins in it, 
    and I don’t like raisins.

Ex. A. Is this  ______________________________________?

    (pointing to __________________________________)

B. _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

    ( __________________________________________ )

B. ______________________________________

A. ______________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

2. Quandrus is full of surprises, both
good and bad. Watch your step!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for May I … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some things you request from other people?
Ex. a cup of tea

      an eraser

      to use the bathroom

1. ____________________________________

2. ____________________________________

3. ____________________________________

4. ____________________________________

5. ____________________________________

6. ____________________________________

Ex. May I have a cup of tea please?
      May I borrow an eraser please?
      May I use the bathroom please?

1. May I _____________________________ ?

2. May I _____________________________ ?

3. _______________________________________

4. _______________________________________

5. _______________________________________

6. _______________________________________

Yes, you may.
No, I’m sorry.

Of course, here you are!
I’m sorry. I need it.

Sure, let me get it for you.
I’m sorry, I can’t help you out. 

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. May I borrow an eraser please?
B. Sure, here you are!
A. Tell me more!
B. You should always bring
    your eraser to class.  

Ex. A. May I __________________________________ ?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________ 

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

2.

A. _______________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________

A. _______________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

3.

Subasa never
forgets her 
manners.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Complete these sentences with uncountable nouns 
    (no “s” or “es” at the end). Try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer? Write the single and plural form of some countable nouns 
   (plural form ends with s or es). Try to use new words!

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What are these?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What are these? = ___________________________________________________

Ex. It’s a cat.  They’re cats. It’s a watch.  They’re watches.

1. It’s a ______________________ .         They’re _____________________________________ .

2. _____________________________     _____________________________________________

3. _____________________________     _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________     _____________________________________________

Ex. They’re pieces of cake. They’re slices of bread.

1. They’re cans of  _______________________.

2. They’re boxes of ______________________.

3. They’re glasses of _____________________.

4. They’re bottles of ____________________.

5. They’re cups of ______________________.

6. They’re bags of ______________________.

A. What are these?
B. They’re shoes.
A. Tell me more!
B. They protect your feet!

Ex. A. What are these?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

3.

Subasa is brave, but is she brave
enough to eat Bansom’s cooking?
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B. What’s your answer? Look at the colors below. Write some examples of things that are that color.

red
apple

stop sign

___________

___________

brown
chocolate

wood

___________

___________

purple

___________

___________

___________

orange

___________

___________

___________

pink

___________

___________

___________

gray

___________

___________

___________

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What color is it?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What color is it? = _____________________________________________________________

dark blue

___________

___________

___________

light blue

___________

___________

___________

dark green

___________

___________

___________

light green

___________

___________

___________

black

___________

___________

___________

white

___________

___________

___________

C. I’ll answer that!  What color are these things of yours? Try to use new words!

my bike    It’s ____________ .

my bag     It’s ____________ .

my eraser  ________________ 

my pencil  ________________

my shirt     ________________

T`�ÅVVY����FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

my clock   ________________

my table       ________________

my wall      ________________

my chair     ________________

my ceiling       ________________

my house       ______________

A. What color is this? 
    (pointing to a tiger)
B. It’s orange and black.
A. Tell me more!
B. Tigers are dangerous.

Ex.
D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

A. What’s color is it? (pointing to a _________________________ )

B. ___________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________________

1.

A. _______________________( ____________________________ )

B. ___________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________________

2.

A. _______________________( ____________________________ )

B. ___________________________________________________

A. ___________________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________________

3.

2HS�OHZ�H�[HSLU[�MVY�ÄUKPUN�JY`Z[HSZ��
In a short time he and his crew 
became one of the top crystal 
hunting teams in Qualia.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Write a or an next to these words.

B. What’s your answer?  >YP[L�ZVTL�[OPUNZ�`V\�JHU�ÄUK�PU¯

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What’s this?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s this? = ________________________________________________________________

a kitchen
sink

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

a bedroom
bed

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

a living room
sofa

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

a classroom
desk

________________

________________

________________

________________

________________

Ex. It’s a desk.

1. It’s ______ apple.

2. It’s ______ clock.

3. It’s ______ egg.

4. It’s ______ horse.

5. It’s ______ ice cream cone.

6. It’s ______ wall.

7. It’s ______ owl.

8. It’s ______ eraser.

9. It’s ______ sandwich.

10. It’s ______ video game.

11. It’s ______ umbrella.

A. What’s this? (pointing to a chair)
B. It’s a chair.
A. Tell me more!
B. We use it when we want to sit down.

Ex. A. What’s this? (pointing to a __________________ )

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

1.

A. _________________ ( ________________________ 
   
     __________________________________________ )

B. ___________________________________________

A. ___________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________
   
    ___________________________________________

2.

A curious adventurer
^PSS�ÄUK�HSS�RPUKZ�VM
mysterious items
in the magical land
of Quandrus!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! >OH[»Z�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�HUK�SHZ[�UHTL&

4`�ÄYZ[�UHTL�PZ�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF��

My last name is ________________________________________________________  .

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What’s your last name?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s your last name? = ________________________________________________

  ÄYZ[�UHTL    last name

____________________________________ _____________________________________

____________________________________ _____________________________________

____________________________________ _____________________________________

A. What’s your last name?
B. It’s Tanaka.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’m from Japan.

Ex. A. What’s your last name?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

1.

A. What’s your last name?

B. ________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________

B. ________________________________

A. ________________________________

B. ________________________________

3.

A. ________________________________

B. ________________________________

A. ________________________________

B. ________________________________

4.

As a new crystal hunter in town, 
Kal has a lot to learn about the 
rules and laws of Qualia.

B. What’s your answer? >OH[�HYL�[OL�ÄYZ[�HUK�SHZ[�UHTLZ�VM�[OYLL�WLVWSL�`V\�RUV^&

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers with in, at, or on. 

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Where do you live?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

B. What’s your answer?  Write your home address in English.

Where do you live? = _________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

Ex. I live in Tokyo.

1. I live _______ 117 Washington Road.

2. I live _______  an apartment.

3. I live _______  Main Street.

4. I live _______�[OL�ÄM[O�ÅVVY�

5. I live _______ my grandparents’ house.

6. I live _______  Texas.

7. I live _______  the mountains.

A. Where do you live?
B. I live in an apartment 
    near Tokyo station.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’ve lived there for three years.

Ex. A. Where do you live?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

3.

Welcome to the 
    engineering city 
            of Qualia, 
               Bansom’s 
                  hometown!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! >OH[�HYL�[OL�ÄYZ[�HUK�SHZ[�UHTLZ�VM�HSS�[OL�Z[\KLU[Z�PU�`V\Y�,UNSPZO�JSHZZ&

B. What’s your answer?  Which of these are boys’ names? Which of these are girls’ names? 
Check (    ) your answer.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Who am I?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

Who am I? = ________________________________________________________

Ex. Levi

Matthew

Emma

Bruce

Lisa

Oliver

Kara

Audrey

Andrew

Joshua

boy

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

girl

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

boy

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

girl

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

A. Who am I?
B. You’re Yuki Sato.
A. Tell me more!
B. You’re in my class and
    you like to play tennis!

Ex. A. Who am I?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________
 
    __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

Daphne has no memory of her family,
but has found a new one with Kal’s
crystal hunting team.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer?  Read these names and guess if they are a he (boy) or a she (girl).

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Who’s he and Who’s she? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

Who’s he? = _________________________________________________________

Who’s she? = ________________________________________________________

Ex. Jessica      she

1. Tammy __________

2. Michael __________

3. Hannah __________

4. Megan __________

5. Samuel __________

6. Sarah __________

7. Aaron __________

8. Charlotte __________

9. Thomas __________

10. Seth __________

11. Heather __________

 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________
 _______________________________________________________________________________

A. Who’s she?
B. She’s Rika Yamaguchi.
A. Tell me more!
B. She and I are on the
    same softball team.

Ex. A. Who’s he?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

3.

A. Who’s she?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

2.

You’ll meet all kinds of
people on a crystal hunt, 
some of them friendlier 
than others!

C. I’ll answer that! >OH[�HYL�[OL�ÄYZ[�HUK�SHZ[�UHTLZ�VM�HSS�[OL�Z[\KLU[Z�PU�`V\Y�,UNSPZO�JSHZZ&
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match the answers.

A. What’s your answer? What things 
do people sometimes lose or forget?

B. I have a question!  Complete the 
questions below using the words from 
part A, or try to use new words!Ex. hat      key

1.  _______________________________

2.  _______________________________

3.  _______________________________

4.  _______________________________

5.  _______________________________

6.  _______________________________

7.  _______________________________

Ex. Whose hat is this?

1. Whose __________________________ is this?

2. Whose __________________________ is this?

3. Whose __________________________ is this?

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

6. ______________________________________

7. ______________________________________

     . It’s mine.

     . It’s yours.

     . It’s his.

     . It’s hers.

     . It’s theirs.

     . It’s the school’s.

     . It’s Eric’s.

     _____  The school owns the computer.

     _____  That’s Eric’s surfboard!

     _____  The dog belongs to Jenny and Sarah.

     _____  I think that pencil belongs to that woman.

     _____  That belongs to me.

     _____  That jacket belongs to the man over there.

     _____  It belongs to you.

A. Whose book is that?
B. It belongs to the library.
A. Tell me more!
B. The library has a lot of
    different books to borrow.

Ex. A. Whose _____________________________ is that?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________
 
    __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________
 
    __________________________________________

2.

Whoa! Whose hand is that?

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Did you bring … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What things do you bring to class with you?

Ex. textbook

      notebook

      pencils

1. _____________________

2. _____________________

3. _____________________

4. _____________________

5. _____________________

6. _____________________

7. _____________________

Ex. Did you bring your textbook?
     Did you bring a notebook?

1. Did you bring ____________________ ?

2. Did you bring ____________________ ?

3. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

Yes, I did.
No, I didn’t.

Of course I brought them.
Oh no! I forgot.

Yes, it’s right here. Let me show you.
No, I think I left it at home on my desk.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Did you bring your 

     homework to class today?
B. Yes, I did.
A. Tell me more!
B.�0�ÄUPZOLK�P[�SHZ[�UPNO[
    before going to sleep.

Ex. A. Did you bring _____________________________ ?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________
 
    __________________________________________

1.

A. ______________________________________________ 

B. ______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________
 
    ______________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________ 

B. ______________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________
 
    ____________________________________________

3.

Kal’s sword is 
just one of his tools. 

/PZ�YLHS�ZRPSS�PZ�ÄUKPUN�
clever solutions to 

tricky situations.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Does … have … ?

B. I have a question!  Match these words and complete the questions.

A. What’s your answer?  Write some different parts of a larger thing.

1. a school:   classrooms            teachers            music room            ________________  

2. an elephant:  long nose           four feet                  ________________  ________________

���H�ÄYLÄNOLY!��helmet                  ________________  ________________  ________________

4. a house:  ________________  ________________  ________________  ________________

5. a car:      ________________  ________________  ________________  ________________

6. a city:  ________________  ________________  ________________  ________________

     . a lion

     . an octopus

     . your favorite TV show

     . the olympic athlete

     . a table

     . a supermarket

     . your new friend

     _____  Does ____________________ have four legs?

     _____  Does ____________________ have any hobbies?

     _____  Does ____________________ have eight tentacles?

     _____  Does ____________________ have any sharp teeth?

     _____  Does your favorite TV show  have a lot of action?

     _____  Does ____________________ have any gold medals?

     _____  Does ____________________ have chocolate milk?

Yes, it does.
No, it doesn’t.

Yeah, of course it does! 
5V��KLÄUP[LS`�UV[�

You bet he does!
No, I’m sure he doesn’t.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Does a tiger have wings?
B. No, it doesn’t.
A. Tell me more!
B. A tiger has stripes and    
    sharp teeth!

Ex. A. Does ____________ have  _____________________?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________________

2.

A. ____________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

3.
Kal doesn’t
SPRL�[V�ÄNO[�
but sometimes
he has no 
other choice.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Have you ever ... ?

B. I have a question! Write the past participles from part A into the correct questions below.

A. What’s your answer?  Check a dictionary. What are the past participles of these verbs?
Ex. be             been

     play          played

1. eat           _____________

2. have          _____________

3. see            _____________

4. visit  _____________

5. take           _____________

6. meet _____________

7. watch _____________

8. make _____________

Ex. Have you ever  played  volleyball?

1. Have you ever _________ to a water park?

2. Have you ever _________ a snowman?

3. Have you ever _________ a strange food?

4. Have you ever _________ a dance class? 

5. Have you ever _________ a scary movie?

6. Have you ever _________ a famous person?

7. Have you ever _________ a bad headache?

Yes, I have.
No, I haven’t.

Of course I have! 
Actually, no I haven’t.

Yeah, I saw a sunrise once when I was eight years old.
Not yet, but maybe someday I will!

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Have you ever been 

     to Canada?
B. Yes, I have!
A. Tell me more!
B. My family and I went
    there three years ago.

Ex. A. Have you ever __________________________________ ?

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

    _________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

    _____________________________________________

3.

Bansom and Kal have fought dragons, 
escaped dungeons, and discovered 
some of the most dangerous secrets of 
Quandrus!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Think of some words you’re not sure how to spell. 
     Check a dictionary and write them here!

B. I have a question!  Draw a line through the wrong spelling.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate How do you spell ... ?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How do you spell ... ? = ________________________________________________

Ex. believe      beleeve

1. disapear      disappear

2. experiense      experience

3. monster      monstar

4. knowledge      noledge

���VMÄZOHS� �����VMÄJPHS

6. recieve      receive

7. sensibel      sensible

8. speshal      special

9. until      untill

����Z\YWYPZL� �����Z\YWYPaL

11. generally      jenerally

1. ____________________________________

2. ____________________________________

3. ____________________________________

4. ____________________________________

5. ____________________________________

6. ____________________________________

A. How do you spell library?

B. It’s L-I-B-R-A-R-Y.

A. Tell me more!

B. You can borrow books there.

Ex. A. How do you spell _________________________ ?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

3.

Daphne isn’t the best student, but 
she works hard and doesn’t give up!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these sentences with little, both, few, or couple.

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with plural nouns that end with s or es.

A. What’s your answer?  Convert these numbers to words in English.

1 one  

12 _______________________

20 _______________________

100 _______________________

1000  ___________________________

10,000 ___________________________

100,000 ___________________________

1,000,000 ___________________________

Ex. How many apples does he have?  How many watches does she have?

1. How many __________________________ does your school have?

2. How many __________________________ does your jacket have?

3. _________________________________________________ does a lion have?

4. _________________________________________________ does a building have?

5. ______________________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________________

1. She has two comic books, and I have read  ____________ of them.

2. She has a ___________ of days off. 

3. He has a ____________ money in his pocket.

4. He has a _____________ friends who live abroad.

A. How many books does she have?
B. She has two books.
A. Tell me more!
B. She has a textbook and a notebook.

Ex. A. How many ________ does __________ have?

B. ______________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _______________________________________________________

2.

A. ____________________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________________

A. _______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

3.

Subasa stays cool under pressure
thanks to years of Itokian training.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Study these answers for How many people are in your family?

B. What’s your answer?  *OLJR�H�KPJ[PVUHY �̀�;YHUZSH[L�[OLZL�^VYKZ�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate How many people are in your family?         

     PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How many people are in your family? = _________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________

father  __________________________________

mother  ________________________________

younger brother  _________________________

older brother  ___________________________

younger sister  ___________________________

older sister  ______________________________

grandfather  ___________________________

grandmother  __________________________

aunt   _________________________________

uncle  ________________________________

niece  ________________________________

nephew  ______________________________

cousin  _______________________________

There are four 
people in my family.

There are four people in my 
family, including myself.

There are four people in my family, my 
mother, my father, my younger sister, and I.

AVERAGE ANSWER GOOD ANSWER GREAT ANSWER!

A. How many people are in your family?
B. There are three people in my family, 
    my mom, my dad, and I.
A. Tell me more!
B. We live together in a nice apartment.

Ex. A. How many people are in your family?

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

A. _________________________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________________

    _____________________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

    ____________________________________________________

1.

2.

Irwin doesn’t talk about
his family, and the team 
has learned not to ask 
about the topic.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

    ___________________________________________

Bansom can
design anything,
but he needs the whole
team to bring it to life.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Add -ing to the words and phrases from part B and complete 
     the answers, or try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer?  List some different activities.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What are you doing now? PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What are you doing now? = _____________________________________________________

Ex. talk

     go to school

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

Ex. I’m talking now.              I’m going to school now.

1. I’m ____________________________________________________________________  now.

2. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

A. What are you doing now?
B. I’m studying English.
A. Tell me more!
B. I study English once a week.

Ex. A. What are you doing now?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________________________

B. __________________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________________________

2.

3.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

A. What’s your answer? What are you going to do ... ? asks about the PRESENT or 
     the FUTURE. Check (    ) the correct questions. 

What are you going to do tomorrow? _____

What are you going to do yesterday? _____

What are you going to do tonight? _____

What are you going to do last week? _____

What are you going to do next Friday? _____

>OH[�HYL�`V\�NVPUN�[V�KV�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�HNV&� FFFFF

>OH[�HYL�`V\�NVPUN�[V�KV�PU�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ&� FFFFF

What are you going to do this summer? _____

Ex. What are you going to do in August?

1. What are you going to do _____ 7:00 p.m.?

2. What are you going to do _____ two weeks?

3. What are you going to do _____ an hour?

4. What are you going to do _____ Friday? 

5. What are you going to do _____ one o’clock?

6. What are you going to do _____ the morning?

7. What are you going to do _____ your birthday? 

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers with activities.

Ex. I’m going to go to school.

1. I’m going to eat dinner with my family.

2. I’m going to _______________________ .

3. I’m going to _______________________ .

4. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

7. _______________________________________ 

A. What are you going to
     do this weekend?
B. I’m going to stay home.
A. Tell me more!
B. I have a lot of studying
    to do.

Ex. A. What are you going to do __________________________?

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

1.

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

3.

��2HS�SPRLZ�[V�NV�ÄZOPUN�^OLU
                       the team isn’t
                     crystal hunting.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers. Try to use new words!

B. What’s your answer?  Check (   ) the correct sentence.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What can you do?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What can you do? = ___________________________________________________

Ex. I can run.  _____
      I can running. _____

1. I can dancing. _____
    I can dance. _____

���0�JHU�THRPUN�WPaaH�����FFFFF
����0�JHU�THRL�WPaaH��������FFFFF

3. I can play baseball.     _____
     I can playing baseball.  _____

Ex. I can play video games.            I can ride a bike.

1. I can _______________________________________________________________________ .

2. I can _______________________________________________________________________ .

3. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

A. What can you do?
B. I can play the piano.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’ve been playing piano
����MVY�Ä]L�`LHYZ�UV �̂

Ex. A. What can you do?

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    ________________________________________
  

2.

A. _______________________________________

B. ___________________________________________

A. ___________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

    _____________________________________________

3.

Irwin’s passion is alchemy and
potion making. The other Kai
magicians think it’s strange that
he spends so much time
on the obscure art.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete the answers below using the words from
    parts A and B, or try to use new words!

A. I have a question!  Write some places or things that you keep items in.

B. What’s your answer?  Choose three places or things from part A and write them in 
    the boxes. Then write what kinds of items you keep in them. 

  notebook

  pencil

 __________________

 __________________

 __________________

Ex. my bag

     my bedroom

1. _______________________

Ex. I’ve got a notebook in my bag.      There’s a pencil in my bag.

1. I’ve got _____________________________________________________________________ .

2. There’s ______________________________________________________________________ .

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

A. What do you have in your bag?
B. I have a pencil and my math book.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’m going to study for my math test 
    after English class.

Ex. A. What do you have in ___________________ ?

B. _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________

1.

A. _________________________________________________

B. _________________________________________________

A. _________________________________________________

B. _________________________________________________

    _________________________________________________

2. Daphne loves
to take home
unusual
souvenirs from
the team’s
crystal hunting 
adventures.

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

  __________________

  __________________

 __________________

 __________________

 __________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

my bag

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these sentences with do, go, or play.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What do you usually do ... ? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What do you usually do ... ? = _____________________________________________________

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

Ex. What do you usually do at home?

1. What do you usually do _____ the morning?

2. What do you usually do _____ night?

3. What do you usually do _____ Tuesday?

4. What do you usually do _____ the afternoon? 

5. What do you usually do _____ Halloween?

6. What do you usually do _____ 7:00 p.m.?

7. What do you usually do _____ weekends?

Ex. I play soccer.

1. I ________ shopping.

2. I ________ skiing.

3. I ________ video games.

4. I ________ bowling.

5. I ________ swimming.

6. I ________ yoga.

7. I ________ the violin.

  8. I ________�Z\YÄUN�

  9. I ________ ballet.

10. I ________ hockey.

11. I ________ judo.

A. What do you usually do 
    after school?
B. I have a snack and do 
    my homework.
A. Tell me more!
B. I usually eat fruit for my snack.

Ex. A. What do you usually do ________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. _______________________________________________ 

B. ___________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________

    ___________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________ 

B. _______________________________________

A. _______________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

3.

2UP[LZ�RLLWZ�OLY�ÄNO[PUN�ZRPSSZ
sharp with a morning practice
session in the backyard.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Imagine these situations. What do you want to do if you are...

B. What’s your answer?  Write the correct verb in the sentence. Each verb is used once.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What do you want to do?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What do you want to do? = ______________________________________________

eat      go      watch      see      play      do      take      make      stay      listen 

Ex. I want to eat WPaaH�

1. I want to __________ TV.

2. I want to __________ soccer.

3. I want to __________ to music.

4. I want to __________ cookies.

5. I want to __________ shopping.

6. I want to __________ at home.

7. I want to __________ a movie.

8. I want to __________ a bath.

9. I want to __________ karate.

... at a restaurant?    I want to eat pizza!

... with your friends?    I want to ________________________________________________ .

... at school?     ________________________________________________________

... at a movie theater?  ________________________________________________________

... in a park?     ________________________________________________________

... at the beach?    ________________________________________________________

A. What do you want to do?
B. I want to eat something.
A. Tell me more!
B. I would love a ham sandwich.

Ex.

A. What do you want to do?

B. _____________________________

    _____________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________

    _____________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

3.

The Great Crystal Rush
has brought a lot of

new entertainment to
the small mountain 

town of Qualia.

1.         _________________    _________________ __________________

2.         _________________    _________________ __________________

3.         _________________    _________________ __________________

4.                _________________    _________________ __________________

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words in the boxes 
     from part A, or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some things you like, then write three types of those things.
Ex. music       classical   pop   jazz

      movies        action   comedy  horror

Ex. What kind of music do you like?     What kind of movies do you like?

1. What kind of __________________ do you like?

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

Ex. I like pop music.     I love action movies.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. What kind of movies do you like?
B. I like comedies.
A. Tell me more!
B. Watching a good comedy
    cheers me up!

Ex.
A. What kind of ______________ do you like?

B. _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

2.

Bansom and Daphne
get bored sitting around
the team headquarters.
They’re always looking
for something exciting
to do in town!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A, 
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  List some things you do almost every day.
Ex. go to school

     wake up

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

6. ___________________________________

7. ___________________________________

Ex. What time do you go to school?            What time do you wake up?

1. What time do you ____________________________________________________________ ?

2. ____________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________

Ex. I go to school at 8:00 a.m.                    I wake up at 6:30 a.m.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. What time do you get

     home from school?
B. I get home around 4:30 p.m.
A. Tell me more!
B. I usually have a snack
    after I get home.

Ex. A. What time do you ___________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

1.

Subasa knows 
a good night’s 
sleep makes 
her a better
archer the 
next day!

A. ____________________________________________ 

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

2.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match these words and times.

B. What’s your answer?  Change these sentences.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What time is it?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What time is it? = ____________________________________________________

Ex. It’s seven o’clock in the morning. It’s 7:00 a.m.

1. It’s four-thirty in the afternoon.  __________________________________________

2. It’s eight oh nine in the evening.  __________________________________________

3. It’s twelve-twenty in the afternoon. __________________________________________

���0[»Z�LSL]LU�ÄM[LLU�H[�UPNO[�� � FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

���0[»Z�LPNO[�ÄM[`�UPUL�PU�[OL�TVYUPUN�� FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

     . midnight

     . quarter after twelve

     . noon

     . quarter to twelve

     . half past twelve

�������Ä]L�HM[LY�[^LS]L

     . ten to twelve

_____ 12:00 a.m.

_____ 12:15 a.m.

_____ 12:05 p.m.

_____ 12:30 p.m.

_____ 11:50 a.m.

_____ 11:45 p.m.

_____ 12:00 p.m.

A. What time is it?
B. It’s 3:00 p.m.
A. Tell me more!
B. It’s time for a snack!

Ex. A. What time is it?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

2.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________

3.

Qualia’s famous clock tower is powered 
by a giant green crystal. There’s nothing 
else like it in the world of Quandrus!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers with places.

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

A. What’s your answer? Where are you going ... ? asks about the PRESENT or 
     the FUTURE. Check (    ) the correct questions. 

Where are you going yesterday? _____

Where are you going now?  _____

Where are you going last night? _____

Where are you going this Friday? _____

Where are you going in an hour?  _____

Where are you going ten minutes ago? _____

Where are you going two days from now? _____

Where are you going tomorrow?  _____

Ex. Where are you going in 20 minutes? 

1. Where are you going _____ Sunday?

2. Where are you going _____ three weeks?

3. Where are you going _____ July? 

4. Where are you going _____ 11:00 a.m.? 

5. Where are you going _____ the afternoon?

6. Where are you going _____ May 15th?

7. Where are you going _____ noon? 

Ex. I’m going to school.

1. I’m going to _______________________ .

2. I’m going to _______________________ .

3. ___________________________________

4. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

6. ________________________________________

7. _______________________________________ 

A. Where are you going for 

    your next birthday?
B. I’m going to a movie theater.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’ll watch a movie with
    some friends. 

Ex. A. Where are you going _________________________ ?

B. ___________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

Subasa doesn’t leave anything 
to chance. She investigates, 
makes a strategy, and 
always has a backup plan!

A. _________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________________

3.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Study these answers for Who has the …est … ?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A, 
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Check a dictionary. Add the correct -est form of these words.

Ex. short shortest

     big  biggest

1. light         ______________________

2. heavy      ______________________   

3. new         ______________________      

4. old          ______________________

5. long        ______________________   

6. nice         ______________________      

7. scary        ______________________

Ex. Who has the shortest hair?

      Who has the biggest bag?

3. Who has the _________________________ ?

4. ____________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________ 

6. ____________________________________ 

1. Who has the _______________________ ?

2. Who has the _______________________ ?

Kenji does.
She does (pointing to a woman).

Kenji has the biggest bag.
She has the nicest shoes.

Kenji’s bag is the biggest in this room.
Her shoes are the nicest I’ve ever seen!

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Who has the shortest hair?
B. Keiko’s hair is the shortest.
A. Tell me more!
B. She got her hair cut yesterday.

Ex. A. Who has the __________est ____________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

3.

Another good day of crystal hunting!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Who has the most … ?

A. What’s your answer? Check a 
     dictionary. Translate these words 
�����PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

B. I have a question! Complete the questions below 
    using the words from part A, or try to use new words!

beautiful   _____________________

exciting    _____________________

important  _____________________

useful       _____________________

interesting _____________________

expensive  _____________________

KPMÄJ\S[�����FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

delicious   _____________________

Ex. Who has the most beautiful hair?

1. Who has the most __________________________ ?

2. Who has the most __________________________ ?

3. ____________________________________________     

    ___________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________     

    ___________________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________________     

    ___________________________________________ 

He does. (pointing to a man)
She does. (pointing to a woman)

Keiko has the most interesting book.
Her jacket is the most colorful!

I have the most exciting video game in the world!
She has the most beautiful voice I’ve ever heard!

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Who has the most 
     unusual pet?
B. I think Arisa does.
A. Tell me more!
B. She has a pet hedgehog!

Ex. A. Who has the most ____________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. _______________________________________________ 

B. ______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________________ 

B. ____________________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________
  
    ________________________________________________

3.

Daphne isn’t the most elegant girl, 
but she is the most enthusiastic!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words! Remember to use plural nouns with the word “some.” 

A. What’s your answer?  Write some things you offer people when they visit your home.   
Ex. cookies

     tea

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

Ex. Would you like some cookies?
      Would you like some tea?

1. Would you like some _________________ ?

2. Would you like some _________________ ?

3. ____________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________ 

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Would you like some … ?

Yes, please.
No, thank you.

Yes, I would love some.
No thanks, not right now.

Yeah, that’s just what I need!
No thanks, but I appreciate the offer.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Would you like some hot

    chocolate?
B. Yes, please!
A. Tell me more!
B. Hot chocolate is great
    on a cold day.

Ex. A. Would you like some __________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. _________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________

3.

With super strength Daphne can 
make fresh juice anytime!

2. A. _________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match these questions and answers.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some words we use to describe people?

Ex. strong

      old

      fast

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. ______________________

7. ______________________

Ex. How strong are you?

1. How _________________ are you?

2. How _________________ are you?

3. _________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________ 

     . How strong are you?

     . How fast are you?

     . How tall are you?

     . How old are you?

     . How hungry are you?

     . How sleepy are you?

_____ I’m starving.

_____ I can barely keep my eyes open!

_____ I can lift 100 kilograms.

_____ I’m 170 centimeters tall.

FFFFF�0»SS�IL�ÄM[LLU�PU�4HYJO�

_____ I can run 100 meters in 10 seconds.

A. How hungry are you?
B. I didn’t eat lunch, 
    so I’m starving!
A. Tell me more!
B. I’d really like to eat
    some noodles.

Ex. A. How _______________________________ are you ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

3.

A smart adventurer 
doesn’t judge 
people by how 
they look. Old 
men and little 
girls can both 
be very 
strong!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match these questions and answers.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some uncountable nouns (nouns that don’t end in 
     s or es when plural)?
Ex. chairs     watches     money

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. ______________________

7. ______________________

8. ______________________

Ex. How much money do you have?

1. How much ______________ do you have?

2. How much ______________ do you have?

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

     . How much money do you have?

     . How much cola do you have?

     . How much time do you have?

     . How much food do you have?

     . How much gas do you have?

     . How much bread do you have?

_____ I have a few slices.

_____ I have about a quarter of a tank.

_____ I have half an hour.

_____ I have about twenty dollars.

_____ None, I need to go to the supermarket.

_____ I have two liters in the refrigerator.

A. How much water do 
    you have?
B. I have two bottles in my bag.
A. Tell me more!
B. I drink two bottles of
    water almost every day.

Ex. A. How much _______________________ do you have?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

As a new crystal
hunter, Kal has 
a lot to learn and
a lot to prove.
What he doesn’t
have is a lot of
money!

A. ________________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B.________________________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

    ______________________________________________

3.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Guess how much these objects weigh.

B. I have a question!  Check a dictionary. Circle the correct answer.

A. What’s your answer? Check a dictionary. Translate How much does this weigh? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How much does this weigh? = _____________________________________________

Ex. a pencil It’s about nine grams.

1. a book It’s about __________________ .

2. a bicycle ___________________________

3. a phone ___________________________

4. a brick ___________________________

5. a car ___________________________

A. How much does this weigh?
     (pointing to a pencil)
B. It’s about nine grams. 
A. Tell me more!
B. I use a pencil every day
    at school.

Ex. A. How much does this weigh? 

    (pointing to ______________________________ )
_
B. _________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

1.

A. _________________________________________

    ( _______________________________________ )

B. _________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

    _________________________________________

2.

A. _________________________________________

    ( _______________________________________ )

B. _________________________________________

A. _________________________________________

B. _________________________________________

    _________________________________________

3.

Daphne’s monstrous strength
can be terrifying, but it comes
in handy on every adventure!

 1 g  = one gram  one grams  ten grams

 20 kg   = twelve kilograms twelve kilogram twenty kilograms

 12 mg  =  twelve milligrams twenty milligrams twenty milligram

 15 l����� $� ÄM[`�SP[LYZ� � ÄM[LLU�SP[LY� � ÄM[LLU�SP[LYZ

 17 lbs. = nineteen pounds seventeen pounds seventy pounds

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Write these prices in words.

B. What’s your answer?  Circle the correct answer.

A. What’s your answer? Check a dictionary. Translate How much is this?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

How much is this? = ___________________________________________________

Ex. £10.00 =  ten pound   one hundred pounds  ten pounds

1. ¥1000   =  one thousand yens  one hundred yen  one thousand yen

2. $20.00  =  twelve dollars   twenty dollars  twelve dollar

3. ¤12.00  =  twelve euros   twenty euros   twenty euro

4. $1.10    =  one dollars and ten cent one dollar and ten cents one dollar ten cent

5. ¤1.00    =  ten euros   one euro   one euros

Ex. $10.01             Ten dollars and one cent.

1. $12.21         _______________________________________________________________

2. ¤15.08         _______________________________________________________________

3. ¥10,000         _______________________________________________________________

A. How much is this? (pointing to a book)
B. It’s about 500 yen. 
A. Tell me more!
B. You can buy one at a book store.

Ex.

A. How much is this? (pointing to ___________________ )

B. ______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________

1.

A. ___________________ ( _________________________ )

B. ______________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________

2.

A. _____________________( ________________________ )

B. ______________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________

3.

If you want to buy something, visit the
market in the main square under the
clocktower. Remember, the price is 
always negotiable in Qualia!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Match these questions and answers.

     . How was your dinner?

     . How was the concert?

     . How was school?

     . How was shopping?

     . How was your friend?

     . How was swimming?

_____ Terrible! Everything was too expensive! 

_____ She was very tired.

_____ It wasn’t very fun. The pool was too crowded.

_____ It was delicious.

_____ Great! They played my favorite song! 

_____ Interesting. I learned a lot.

Ex. How was your birthday party?

1. How was _____________________ ?

2. How was _____________________ ?

3. _________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________ 

Ex. My birthday party was exciting.

1. ____________________________________ 

2. ____________________________________ 

3. ____________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________ 

A. How was the movie 

    last night?
B. It was so boring!
A. Tell me more!
B. I fell asleep in the theater.

Ex. A. How was ________________________________ ?

B. _________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

1.

A.________________________________________________ 

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________________ 

B. ______________________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

    ______________________________________________________

3.

In addition to crystal hunting,
Bansom still does small
engineering jobs around Qualia.
This means he
has some long
and tiring 
days.

A. What do you do?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for “What do you do?”

B. What’s your answer?  Write some different jobs.

A. I have a question!  Study this information.

What do you do? = What is your job?

Ex. teacher

     doctor

1. _________________________________

2. _________________________________

3. _________________________________

4. _________________________________

5. _________________________________

6. _________________________________

7. _________________________________

I’m a student.
I’m a teacher.

I’m a high school student.
I’m an English teacher.

I’m a high school student at Central High school in Tokyo.
I’m a doctor at a large hospital in Tokyo. 

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

1.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

3.

Daphne would rather
ÄNO[�TVUZ[LYZ�[OHU
study, but she still
tries her best.

A. What do you do?
B. I’m a doctor.
A. Tell me more!
B. I help sick people get well.

Ex.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these sentences with do, go, or play.

B. What’s your answer?  What activities do you like?

A. I have a question!  Check a dictionary. Translate What do you do in your free time? 
�����PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What do you do in your free time? = __________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________

Ex.  play games

      watch TV

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

8. _______________________

Ex. I like to play tennis in my free time.

1. I ________ ballet after school.

2. I like to ________ skiing on my free weekends.

3. I sometimes ________ shopping in my free time.

4. I ________ karate.

5. I often ________ swimming in my free time.

6. I occasionally ________ bowling with my friends.

A. What do you do in your free time?
B. I sometimes play chess in the park.
A. Tell me more!
B. I usually play with my father.

Ex.

A. What do you do in your free time?

B. ______________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________

1.

A. _______________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

2.

A. _______________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

A. _______________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

3.Irwin and Subasa’s chess games can last for days.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Write st, nd, rd, or th next to these dates.

B. What’s your answer?  Write these months in order.

A. I have a question!  Check a dictionary. Translate What’s the date today? into your 
�����ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s the date today? = ________________________________________________________

March      June      April      December      November      February      August
January     December      July      October      May      September

1. January            4. _______________      7. _______________    10. _______________

2. _______________      5. _______________      8. _______________    11. _______________

3. _______________      6. _______________      9. _______________    12. December

January 1_____

February 2_____

May 3_____

July 4_____

April 11_____

June 12______

November 13_____

March 21_____

August 22______

October 23_____

September 24_____

December 30_____

A. What’s the date today?
B. It’s October 4th.
A. Tell me more!
B. I had a math test today.

Ex. A. What’s the date today?

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

3.

Quandrus has two moons and 
eight days in a week. This can 
make the calendar complicated!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

www.question-quest.com www.question-quest.com

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for What’s your favorite … ?

B. What’s your answer?  Write your favorite thing for the categories below.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What’s your favorite ... ? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s your favorite ... ? = ______________________________________________

Ex. sport       soccer

1. color  ______________

2. ice cream ______________

3. activity ______________

4. animal ______________      

5. song  ______________

6. movie ______________

7. TV show ______________

8. team         ______________

9. subject      ______________

10. country   ______________

11. food ______________

I love basketball.
I like swimming.

4`�MH]VYP[L�MVVK�PZ�WPaaH�
I really like rock music.

These days light blue is my favorite color.
I’m totally into volleyball.   

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. What’s your favorite sport 

     to watch?
B. I really love watching
    ice hockey.
A. Tell me more!
B. Ice hockey is the fastest 
    game in the world!

Ex. A. What’s your favorite _________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________________

B. __________________________________________________

A. __________________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________________

    ___________________________________________________

3.

Crystal technology has led to many
new inventions, but none as sweet

as ice cream!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer some of your questions from part B. Remember to change 
     the verb to its PAST form.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below 
     using the words from part A, or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  
Write some activities.

Ex. eat lunch

      wake up

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________

7. ____________________

Ex. When did you eat lunch?      
      When did you wake up today?

1. When did you ____________________________________ ?

2. When did you ____________________________________ ?

3. _________________________________________________ 

4. _________________________________________________ 

5. _________________________________________________ 

6. _________________________________________________ 

7. _________________________________________________ 

Ex. I ate lunch in the afternoon.
      I woke up at 6:00 a.m.

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

6. ___________________________________

A. When did you eat lunch?
B. I ate lunch at 2:00.
A. Tell me more!
B. I was busy, so I ate lunch
    late today.

Ex. A. When did you _______________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________ 

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. _________________________________________

3.

You never know what you’ll
���ÄUK�PU�)HUZVT»Z�^VYRZOVW�

     He’s always got a new 
project in the works!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A, 
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  List some examples of everyday situations, special days, and events.
everyday situations

dinner time

bath time

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

special days
Halloween

[OL�ÄYZ[�KH`�VM�ZJOVVS

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

special events
H�ÄYL^VYRZ�ZOV^
a music concert

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

Ex. When’s [OL�ÄYL^VYRZ�ZOV^&
      When’s Halloween?

1. When’s ____________________________ ?

2. When’s ____________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________

4. _____________________________________

5. _____________________________________

6. _____________________________________

Ex. @V\�JHU�ZLL�H�ÄYL^VYRZ�ZOV^�PU�[OL�Z\TTLY�������/HSSV^LLU�PZ�VU�6J[VILY���Z[�

1. _____________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. When’s your next test?
B. It’s on Friday.
A. Tell me more!
B. It’s a science test, and
    I need to study for it!

Ex.
A. When’s  _____________________________________ ?

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

    _____________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________________ 

B. _____________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________

    _____________________________________________

2.

The citizens of Qualia
often gather around 
the clocktower for 
special events and 

celebrations.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers with in, at, or on.

B. What’s your answer?  Write some places you usually go.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Where are you now? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

Where are you now? = _________________________________________________

Ex. school

      home

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________

4. ___________________

5. ___________________

6. ___________________

7. ___________________

8. ___________________

Ex. I’m in a classroom now.

1. I’m ______ work.

2. I’m ______ my car.

3. I’m ______ the supermarket now.

4. I’m ______ the roof.

5. I’m ______ the kitchen.

6. I’m ______ the train this very moment.

7. I’m ______ home right now.

8. I’m ______ 34 Maple street.

9. I’m ______ vacation _____ Hawaii.

A. Where are you now?
B. I’m at school now.
A. Tell me more!
B. I’m practicing English
    with my classmates.

Ex. A. Where are you now?

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

    ______________________________________________

3.

The team has one of Qualia’s
only crystal-powered resonance
telephones. But Irwin is the only
one who bothers to answer it!
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Ex. I play sports at school.

1. I listen to music ______ my bedroom.

2. I watch TV ______ home.

3. I watch movies ______ TV.

A. What’s your answer?  
     What are some activities you do?

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions 
     below using the words from part A, or try to use new words!

Ex. play sports

     listen to music

1. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

4. ___________________________

5. ___________________________

6. ___________________________

Ex. Where do you play sports?
     Where do you listen to music?

1. Where do you _____________________________ ?

2. Where do you _____________________________ ?

3. ___________________________________________

4. ___________________________________________

5. ___________________________________________

6. ___________________________________________

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these sentences with in, at, or on.

4. I order clothes _____ the internet.

5. I go shopping ______ Tokyo.

6. I eat lunch ______ Burger Land.

���0�ZSLLW�FFFFFF�[OL�ZLJVUK�ÅVVY�VM�T`�OV\ZL�

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

A. Where do you watch TV?
B. I watch TV in my living room.
A. Tell me more!
B. I usually watch TV with my
    family at night.

Ex. A. Where do you ______________________________ ?

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________

3.

Finding a crystal is hard, but getting 
the right price for it is the real challenge!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Check (    ) the logical sentence in each pair of sentences.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  >OH[�HYL�ZVTL�P[LTZ�[OH[�HYL�ZVTL[PTLZ�KPMÄJ\S[�[V�ÄUK&

Ex. key

      tissue box

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. _______________________1. _______________________

5. _______________________

6. _______________________

7. _______________________

Ex. Where’s the key?
      Where’s the tissue box?

1. Where’s the ________________________ ?

2. Where’s the ________________________ ?

3. ____________________________________

4. ____________________________________

5. ____________________________________

6. ____________________________________

7. ____________________________________

Ex. The table is under the shoes.
      The shoes are under the table.

1. The pencil is in the pencil case.
    The pencil case is in the pencil.

2. The picture is on the wall.
    The wall is on the picture.

3. The man is sitting next to the bus stop.
    The bus stop is sitting next to the man.

A. Where’s the key?
B. It’s on the table.
A. Tell me more!
B. The key opens the door.

Ex. A. Where’s the _____________________________________?

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

A. ________________________________________________

B. ________________________________________________

3.

Kal is usually an easygoing person, 
but threaten his friends and you’ll
see a different side of him!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Where was this made?

B. I have a question!  Match these questions and answers.

A.What’s your answer?  Write some different countries.

Ex. Japan

     America

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. ______________________

7. ______________________

8. ______________________

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a computer)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to some juice)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a violin)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a shirt)

____ The oranges were grown in America.

____ It says “Made in Vietnam” on the tag.

____ It was designed in California, but the microchips and  
         hard drive were made in China.

____ The body was made in Europe, but I’m not sure 
        about the strings.

It was made in America.
I think it was made in Japan.

It says “Made in China” on the back.
It’s an American product. 

I’m not sure, but I bet it was made in England.
This is a guess, but I’d say it’s a Japanese camera.

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

A. Where was this made? (pointing to a clock)
B. It says it was made in China on the back.
A. Tell me more!
B. This clock is not very heavy.

Ex.

A. Where was this made? (pointing to a _______________ )

B. _____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

    ( __________________________________________ )

B. ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________
  
    ____________________________________________

2.

Subasa is impressed by
the quality of Kal’s sword. 
It’s an old and mysterious
blade of a type she’s
never seen before.

.

.

.

.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these answers with in, at, or on.

B. I have a question! Where were you…? asks 
    about the PAST. Check (    ) the correct questions.

A. What’s your answer?  
Where are some places you go?

Ex. school

      supermarket

1. _________________________

2. _________________________

3. _________________________

4. _________________________

5. _________________________

Ex. Where were you yesterday?  ______

1. Where were you tomorrow?  ______

2. Where were you last night?  ______

3. Where were you next Friday?  ______

4. Where were you in an hour?  ______

���>OLYL�^LYL�`V\�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�HNV&� FFFFFF

6. Where were you three days from now? ______

Ex. I was at home.

1. I was ______ a school trip.

2. I was ______ dinner.

3. I was ______ work.

4. I was ______ my classroom.

5. I was ______ vacation.

���0�^HZ�FFFFFF�[OL�[OPYK�ÅVVY�

7. I was ______ a concert.

8. I was ______ the basement.

A. Where were you last weekend?
B. I was at a movie theater with my friends.
A. Tell me more!
B. The movie we saw was two hours long.

Ex.
A. Where were you ___________________?

B. __________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________

    __________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________?

B. ___________________________________

    ___________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________

    ___________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

3.

Irwin is a shy and private person, and has a 
KPMÄJ\S[�[PTL�THRPUN�MYPLUKZ��)\[�2HS�HUK�
Bansom’s cheerfulness have slowly brought
him out of his shell. 
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

A. What’s your answer?  
     Add -er to these words.

Ex. cheap    cheaper

      scary     scarier

1. long    ____________

2. last      ____________

3. heavy  ____________

4. big      ____________

5. old      ____________

6. nice    ____________

B. I have a question! Complete the questions below 
     using the words from part A, or try to use new words!
Ex. Which is bigger, a car or a bicycle?

1. Which is __________ , _______________ or ______________ ?

2. Which is __________ , _______________ or ______________ ?

3. Which is __________ , _______________ or ______________ ?

4. _______________________________________________________ 

5. _______________________________________________________ 

6. _______________________________________________________ 

Ex. A car is bigger than a bicycle.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. __________________________________________________________________________ 

A. Which is cheaper, a hamburger 

     or a pizza?
B. Usually a hamburger is cheaper.
A. Tell me more!
B. I like cheese and lettuce on my 
    hamburger.

Ex. A. Which is ________________________________ ,

     __________________ or ___________________ ?

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

1.

A. _________________________________________

     _________________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

A. _______________________________________

B. _______________________________________

    _______________________________________

2.

Kal and Knites have been through a lot
together. They know that no matter 
what happens, they’ll always be 
there for each other. 

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question! Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Add more to these adjectives.
Ex. beautiful  more beautiful

1. exciting   ___________________________

2. dangerous __________________________

3. interesting __________________________

4. boring   _____________________________       

5. expensive  ___________________________

6. valuable   ____________________________

7. intelligent ____________________________

Ex. Which is more beautiful, H�ÅV^LY or a diamond?

1. Which is more ________________, ______________________ or _____________________ ?

2. Which is more ________________, ______________________ or _____________________ ?

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ex. (�ÅV^LY�PZ�TVYL�ILH\[PM\S�[OHU�H�KPHTVUK�

1. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

2. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

A. Which is more interesting, science class or history class?
B. I think science class is more interesting.  
A. Tell me more!
B. We do interesting experiments in science class.

Ex.

A. Which is more ___________ , ____________ or ____________ ?

B. _____________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________________

A. _____________________________________________________

B. _____________________________________________________

2.

;V�ÄUK�[OL�]HS\L�VM�H�JY`Z[HS��
you need to visit the world 
famous Qualia crystal 
exchange!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer these questions.

B. I have a question!  Match the sentences.

A. What’s your answer?  What are some different types of transportation?
Ex. car

      bus

1. _____________________

2. ________________________

3. ________________________

4. ________________________

5. ________________________

6. ________________________

7. ________________________

     . I came here by bus.

     . I came here by train.

     . I came here by plane.

     . I came here by car.

     . I came here on foot.

     . I came here by bicycle.

     . My father drove me here.

_____ I walked here.

_____ I took a bus here.

_____ I drove here.

_____ My dad dropped me off.

_____ I took a train here.

FFFFF�0�ÅL^�OLYL�

_____ I rode my bike here.

Ex. How did you get here? (plane)    0�ÅL^�OLYL�

1. How did you get here? (car)    ________________________________________________ 

2. How did you get here? (bicycle)    ________________________________________________ 

3. How did you get here? (feet)    ________________________________________________ 

4. How did you get here? (train)    ________________________________________________ 

A. How did you get here?
B. I took a train to the station
    and then walked from there.
A. Tell me more!
B. The train was very crowded,
    but walking outside was nice.

Ex. A. How did you get here?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. _______________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

2. Bansom uses a rare blue crystal
to power the team’s
unique car. It’s the
fastest vehicle in
the city!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from Part B.

B. I have a question!  Write questions using places on the map.

A. What’s your answer?  What are some phrases you use when giving directions?
Ex. turn right

      go across the street

1. _____________________________________

2. _____________________________________

3. _____________________________________

4. _____________________________________

5. _____________________________________

Ex. How do I get to the bank? 

1. How do I get to  ____________________ ?

2. How do I get to  ____________________ ?

3. _____________________________________

4. _____________________________________

5. _____________________________________

Ex. (Bank) Go down the street and take the second right.

1. (____________) ______________________________________________________________ .

2. (____________) ______________________________________________________________ .

3. (____________) ______________________________________________________________ .

A. How do you get to the train station?
B. Go straight until you get to the   
����[YHMÄJ�SPNO[��[OLU�[\YU�YPNO[�
A. Tell me more!
B. There’s a small store on the corner.

Ex.
A. How do you get to _______________________ ?

B. ______________________________________

    ______________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________ 

B. ______________________________________

    ______________________________________

A. ______________________________________

B. _____________________________________

2.

Subasa’s Itokian warrior
training included much more

than archery practice. She also
has superb climbing and scouting 

skills. She never gets lost!

You are 
 here.

Bank
Restaurant

Market

Clocktower

Headquarters

Castle

Park
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match the sentence with the same meaning. 

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some activities you do every day?
Ex. do my homework      

      walk to school

1. _____________________________________

2. _____________________________________

3. _____________________________________

4. _____________________________________

5. _____________________________________

Ex. How long does it take you to do your homework?

1. How long does it take you to __________________________________________________ ?

2. How long does it take you to __________________________________________________ ?

3. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ____________________________________________________________________________ 

�������0[�[HRLZ�ÄM[LLU�TPU\[LZ�

     . It takes sixty minutes.

�������0[�[HRLZ�ÄM[`�TPU\[LZ�

     . It takes thirty minutes.

     . It takes twenty-four hours.

     . It takes forty-eight hours.

_____ It takes a whole day.

_____ It takes a quarter of an hour.

_____ It takes a couple of days.

_____ It takes almost an hour.

_____ It takes half an hour.

_____ It takes an hour.

A. How long does it take you 
     to do your homework?
B. It takes about an hour.
A. Tell me more!
B. I usually do my homework 
    after dinner.

Ex. A. How long does it take you to _____________________ 

     ______________________________________________?

B. ___________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________

    ___________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________________

     ____________________________________________________

B. _________________________________________________

A. _________________________________________________

B. _________________________________________________

                 __________________________________________

2.

Irwin loves researching old books.
Bansom is more of a hands-on learner. 

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Answer the questions from part B using the adverbs of frequency from part A.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions
     below with activites. Use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  
      Study these adverbs of frequency.

always

frequently

usually

often

sometimes

occasionally

seldom

rarely

never

%
of
the
time

Ex. How often do you watch TV?
      How often do you play board games?

1. How often do you ____________________________ ?

2. How often do you ____________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________

6. _____________________________________________

Ex. I sometimes watch TV.

1. I ____________________ play board games.

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. How often do you go 

     out to eat at a restaurant?
B. I occasionally go out to eat.
A. Tell me more!
B. I like to go to Italian restaurants.

Ex. A. How often do you ______________________________ ? 

B. ___________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ____________________________________________

    ____________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________________

B. __________________________________________________

A. __________________________________________________

B. ____________________________________________________

    ____________________________________________________

3.

:\IHZH�PZ�H�ÄLYJL
Itokian warrior,

but occasionally
she shows a 
softer, more

sensitive side.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these words then answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some activities people do, then add -ing to them.

Ex. play piano playing piano

1. paint pictures  ______________

2. talk to friends           ______________

3. __________________            __________________

4. __________________            __________________  

5. __________________            __________________

Ex. How well do you play piano?

1. How well do you _____________________________________________________________ ?

2. How well do you _____________________________________________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

HTHaPUN
awesome

great
OK

mediocre
bad

awful
terrible

horrible

skill
level

Ex. I’m good at playing piano.

1. I’m ___________________ at painting pictures.

2. I’m ___________________ at ____________________________ . 

3. ______________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________

A. How well do you speak English?
B. I’m great at speaking English.
A. Tell me more!
B.�,UNSPZO�JHU�IL�KPMÄJ\S[��I\[�0
    never give up.

Ex. A. How well do you ____________________________ ? 

B. _________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

    _________________________________________

1.

A. ____________________________________________

B. _________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. _________________________________________

B. _________________________________________

    _________________________________________

2.

Irwin can become a 
skilled Kai magician,
but only if he learns 
to control his power.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that! Answer the questions from part B with different activities. 
     Remember to change the verb to its PAST form!

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some time words that are about the PAST.
Ex. last Saturday

      tomorrow

     5 minutes ago

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. ______________________

7. ______________________

Ex. What did you do last Saturday?

1. What did you do ____________________ ?

2. What did you do ____________________ ?

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

Ex. I go shopping with my friends last Saturday.        I went shopping with my friends last Saturday.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. What did you do last night?
B. I saw a movie with my family.
A. Tell me more!
B.�0[�^HZ�HU�HUPTH[LK�ÄST�

Ex.
A. What did you do ______________________________ ? 

B. ___________________________________________

    __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________

    ___________________________________________

1.

A. ______________________________________________  

B. ___________________________________________

    __________________________________________

A. ___________________________________________

B. ___________________________________________

    ___________________________________________

2.

Kal and
Bansom
sometimes
ÄUK�JY`Z[HSZ�
but always
ÄUK�[YV\ISL�
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

B. I have a question!  Complete these questions with a person, place, or thing.

A. What’s your answer?  Write a person, place, or thing and describe it.
Ex. [HISL� � 0[»Z�YLJ[HUN\SHY��ÅH[��THKL�VM�^VVK��HUK�OHZ�MV\Y�SLNZ�
     my friend  She’s tall with black hair, brown eyes, and a small nose.

    

1. an elephant       _______________________________________________________________

2. _____________  _______________________________________________________________

3. _____________  _______________________________________________________________

4. _____________  _______________________________________________________________

Ex. What does a car look like?
      What does your teacher look like?

1. What does _________________ look like?

2. What does _________________ look like?

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

A. What does a piano look like?
B. It’s big, black, made of wood, 
    and has black and white keys.
A. Tell me more!
B. I don’t know how to play the piano.

Ex. A. What does ___________________ look like?

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________
  
    _____________________________________

2.

Smart crystal hunters 
don’t rush into danger. 
They study the situation 
and make a plan before 
taking action.

C. I’ll answer that! Answer some questions from part B with three or more pieces of information.
Ex. A car is big machine. It’s made of metal, and has four wheels.

1. _________________________________________________________________________________

2. _________________________________________________________________________________

3. _________________________________________________________________________________
D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B with the adjectives from part A,
     or try to use new words.

B. I have a question!  Write some What do you think about … ? questions using 
    people, places, or things.

A. What’s your answer?  Write some adjectives.
Ex. noisy

      great

1. ____________________

2. ____________________

3. ____________________

4. ____________________

5. ____________________

6. ____________________

7. ____________________

8. ____________________

Ex. What do you think about rock music?
      What do you think about cartoons?

1. What do you think about _____________ ?

2. What do you think about _____________ ?

3. ________________________________________ 

4. ________________________________________ 

5. ________________________________________

Ex. I think rock music is noisy. I think cartoons are cool!

1. I think ______________________________________________________________________ .

2. I think ______________________________________________________________________ .

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

5. _____________________________________________________________________________

A. What do you think about zoos?
B. I think they’re fun places to visit.
A. Tell me more!
B. I enjoy watching animals,
    especially monkeys.

Ex.
A. What do you think about _________________ ?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________

    _________________________________________

1.

A. _____________________________________ 
 
    _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

A. _____________________________________

B. _____________________________________

    _____________________________________

2. Bansom’s inventions are
amazing, but they need 
Kai energy crystals to 
work. That’s why 
Bansom joined 
Kal’s crystal 
hunting team.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some similar people, places, or things?

What's the difference between ... and ... ?

Ex. WVSPJL�VMÄJLY�/ security guard        restaurant / cafe         cookie / cracker 

1. _________________ / _________________

2. _________________ / _________________

3. __________________ / __________________

4. _________________ / ___________________

Ex. What’s the difference between a cookie and a cracker?

1. What’s the difference between _______________________ and _______________________ ?

2. What’s the difference between _______________________ and _______________________ ?

3. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. ______________________________________________________________________________

Ex. Cookies are sweet, while crackers are salty.

1. ______________________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________________

A. What’s the difference between 
    a dog and a wolf?
B. Unlike a wolf, a dog is a house pet.
A. Tell me more!
B. A wolf is too big and dangerous
    for a house.

Ex. A. What’s the difference between

     _________________ and __________________ ?

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________

     ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ______________________________________

2.

Large and powerful crystals attract large 
and powerful monsters!

A crystal hunter must 
decide if the risk

is worth the 
reward.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Transform each phrase and name the item if you can!

B. What’s your answer?  Match the items with their purpose.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What’s this for?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s this for? = ____________________________________________________

     . An air conditioner...

     . A fork...

     . A subway...

     . A jump rope...

     . A T-shirt...

     . Water...

_____ is for drinking.

_____ is for eating food.

_____ is for cooling off a room.

_____ is for wearing outside in the summer.

_____ is for moving people around the city.

_____ is for exercising.

Ex. cut vegetables          It’s for cutting vegetables.    a knife

      talk to friends          It’s for talking to friends.             a telephone

1. wash clothes      It’s for _________________________ .  ____________________

2. listen to music      It’s for _________________________ .  ____________________

3. send e-mail      ________________________________  ____________________ 

4. play baseball      ________________________________  ____________________ 

5. make tea        ________________________________  ____________________

A. What’s this for?
    (pointing to a pen)
B. It’s for writing.
A. Tell me more!
B. I bought this pen at
    a convenience store.

Ex. A. What’s this for? (pointing to ________________________ )

B. _________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________________

1.

A. ________________( _______________________________ )

B. _________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _________________________________________________

    _________________________________________________

2.

A. __________________( ___________________________________ )

B. _______________________________________________________

A. _______________________________________________________

B. _______________________________________________________

    _______________________________________________________

3.

Knites’s
curiosity
can get
the team
into
trouble!

What 
is it?
What 
is it?

What 
is it?

What 
is it?

What 
is it?

What 
is it?

What 
is it?
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

www.question-quest.com www.question-quest.com

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  What are these things made of?

B. What’s your answer?  List some materials used to make objects.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate What’s this made of?�PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

What’s this made of? = ________________________________________________

Ex. metal

     wood

1. __________________

2. __________________

3. __________________

4. __________________

5. __________________

6. __________________

Ex. table  It’s made of wood.

      train  It’s made of metal and plastic.

1. sweater                 It’s made of _________________________________________________ .

2. ______________ It’s made of _________________________________________________ .

3. ______________ ______________________________________________________________

4. ______________ ______________________________________________________________

5. ______________ ______________________________________________________________

A. What’s this made of?
     (pointing to a chair)
B. It’s made of plastic and metal.
A. Tell me more!
B. This chair folds up.

Ex. A. What’s this made of?

     (pointing to ____________________________ )

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. ___________________________

    ( _________________________ )

B. ____________________________

    ____________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. _____________________________

    _____________________________

2.

A. _____________________________________

    (_____________________________________)

B. ______________________________________

A. ______________________________________

B. ______________________________________

    ______________________________________

3.

Knites’s horn channels Kai energy just like
a crystal. She uses its power to make the
world a better place.

C. I’ll answer that!  When are you going to … ? answers are about the FUTURE. 
     Check (    ) the correct answers.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some different activities.

Ex. wash the dishes

      go on vacation

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

6. ______________________

7. ______________________

Ex. When are you going to wash the dishes?
      When are you going to go on vacation?
1. When are you going to ________________________________________________________ ?

2. _____________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

Ex. I’ll clean up tomorrow.            ____

1. I’ll listen to music last night.     ____

2. I’m going home after this class.   ____

3. I’ll meet you yesterday.          ____

4. I’ll go to the supermarket in an hour.           ____

5. I’m going to a concert three days from now.    ____

���0»T�NVPUN�[V�JHSS�T`�MYPLUK�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�HNV������FFFF

7. I’m going to a restaurant this weekend.        ____

A. When are you going to
     do your homework?
B. I’m going to do it tonight.
A. Tell me more!
B. It should take me half an hour.

Ex. 1.

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ______________________________________________________

2.

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

A. ______________________________________________________

B. ______________________________________________________

3.

Watch out for
traps when

you’re on
a crystal 

hunt!

A. When are you going to ______________________ ?

B. ___________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ___________________________________________

    ___________________________________________
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match these answers.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  Write some examples of things people do around the house.

Ex. When do you usually wash the dishes?       When do you usually take out the garbage?

1. When do you usually _________________________________________________________ ?

2. When do you usually _________________________________________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Ex. wash the dishes

      take out the garbage

1. ___________________________________

2. ___________________________________

3. ___________________________________

4. ___________________________________

5. ___________________________________

6. ___________________________________

     . I usually wash the car on Saturday or Sunday.

     . I usually go shopping in the evening.

     . I usually practice piano on Mondays.

     . I usually get a book every week.

     . I usually wash clothes on the weekend.

     . I usually see my cousins every September.

_____ I visit relatives once a year.

_____ I buy one weekly.

_____ I wash them on weekends.

_____ I go at night.

_____ I wash it on weekends.

_____ I do it almost every Monday.

A. When do you usually take out

    the garbage?
B. I do it every Wednesday night.
A. Tell me more!
B. It’s very heavy sometimes.

Ex. A. When do you usually ______________________ ?

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

2.
Irwin’s lab is always 
spotless, unlike the 

rest of the team’s 
headquarters.

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Match these questions and answers.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
     or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some items, people, or places you need in an emergency?
Ex. a doctor

     some water

1. ______________________

2. ______________________

3. ______________________

4. ______________________

5. ______________________

,_��>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�a doctor?

���>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�&

���>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�&

3. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

5. ________________________________________

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�H�KVJ[VY&

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�HU�LSLWOHU[&

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�ZVTL�NVVK�J\YY`&

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�H�UL^�JVTW\[LY&

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�ZVTL�WHWLY&

�������>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�ZVTL�IYLHK&

FFFFF�@V\�ZOV\SK�]PZP[�H�aVV�

_____ You can buy one at an electronics store.

_____ There’s a stationery store over there.

FFFFF�;OLYL»Z�H�IHRLY`�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�MYVT�OLYL�

_____ You need to go to the hospital.

_____ There’s a great Indian restaurant down the street.

A.�>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�a doctor?
B. There’s a hospital down the street.
A. Tell me more!
B. You can go the emergency
    room if it’s urgent.

Ex. A.�>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF�&

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

1.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. ________________________________________

    ________________________________________

2.

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

A. ________________________________________

B. ________________________________________

    ______________________________________

3.

Kal has vowed to protect Knites from
the hunters who want her magical horn.
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Complete these sentences with in, at, on, or from.

B. What’s your answer?  Where can you buy things?

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Where did you buy that? into 
�����`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

Where did you buy that? = _____________________________________________

Ex. department store 

      convenience store

1. _______________________

2. _______________________

3. _______________________

4. ________________________

5. ________________________

Ex. I bought it at a convenience store.

1. I bought it _______ my friend.

2. I bought it _______ Osaka.

3. I bought it _______ Craft World.

4. I bought it _______ the men’s department.

5. I bought it _______ an online store.

A. Where did you buy that?
    (pointing to a book)
B. I bought it at a book store.
A. Tell me more!
B. It has two-hundred pages.

Ex. A. Where did you buy that?

    (pointing to _______________________________ )

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

   ( _________________________________________ )

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________

   ( _________________________________________ )

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

3.

Bansom is a genius inventor and
engineer. With some scrap metal
and a few Kai crystals, he can 
craft anything you can think of,
and some things you can’t!

D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Study these answers for Where would you like to go someday?

B. What’s your answer?  Write some examples of places and popular attractions.

A. I have a question! Check a dictionary. Translate Where would you like to go someday?      
�����PU[V�`V\Y�ÄYZ[�SHUN\HNL�

Where would you like to go someday? = _______________________________________

city, state, or country name
Tokyo, Japan

California, USA

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

tourist destinations and attractions
museum

amusement park

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

I’d like to go to Australia.

I’d love to go to a ski resort.

I’d really love to go to New York someday.

I’d love to visit an Egyptian museum. 

I’ve always wanted to go someplace 
with a lot of snow like Canada!

AVERAGE ANSWERS GOOD ANSWERS GREAT ANSWERS!

It’s always been my dream to go to 
an American amusement park.

A. Where would you like to go
     someday?
B. I’d love to go to Italy.
A. Tell me more!
B. I want to see the Colosseum 
    and eat real Italian food.

Ex. A. Where would you like to go someday?

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

    ________________________________________

3.

Kai crystals are found in remote parts of 
the world. A crystal hunting team needs 
to be prepared for serious travel!
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D. Tell me more!  Complete these dialogues. Try to use new words!

C. I’ll answer that!  Answer your questions from part B.

B. I have a question!  Complete the questions below using the words from part A,
    or try to use new words!

A. What’s your answer?  What are some exciting activities?

Ex. climb a mountain

      ride a roller coaster

1. ____________________________________

2. ____________________________________

3. ____________________________________

4. ____________________________________ 

5. ____________________________________

6. ____________________________________

Ex. Would you rather climb a mountain or ride a roller coaster?

1. Would you rather _____________________________ or _____________________________ ?

2. Would you rather _____________________________ or _____________________________ ?

3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4. _____________________________________________________________________________

Ex. I’d rather ride a roller coaster.

1. I’d rather _________________________ .

2. I’d rather _________________________ .

3. ________________________________________

4. ________________________________________

A. Would you rather go skiing 
     or NV�Z\YÄUN?
B. I’d rather go skiing!
A. Tell me more!
B. I love snow and mountains.

Ex. A. Would you rather ________________________ or

     ________________________________________ ?

B. _________________________________________

A. Tell me more!

B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

1.

A. __________________________________________

     _________________________________________

B. __________________________________________

A. __________________________________________
 
B. __________________________________________

    __________________________________________

2.

Crystal hunting brings Kal to exciting
and dangerous places around the world.

BONUS MATERIALS

© 2014 Quest Maker Media
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Name: _____________________________________

CRYSTAL “ENGLISH ONLY” AWARD CRYSTAL VOCABULARY AWARD

CRYSTAL QUESTION AWARD CRYSTAL ANSWER AWARD

CRYSTAL HUNTER AWARD CRYSTAL GLOW AWARD

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                              Crystal Reward

Awarded for doing your best to speak
only in English during the class or game.

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                              Crystal Reward

Awarded for using impressive
vocabulary during the class or game.

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                               Crystal Reward

Awarded for correct, complete, and 
thoughtful answers during the class or game.

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                              Crystal Reward

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                              Crystal Reward

Awarded for taking chances and using new 
words and structures during the class or game.

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5

              Date                              Crystal Reward

Awarded for enthusiasm and positivity, 
making the class or game fun for everyone.

___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

1          2         3        4         5___ /___ /___

Awarded for asking correct, interesting, and 
surprising questions during the class or game.

www.question-quest.com

Week 1
Total  

Week 2
Total  

Week 3
Total  

Week 4
Total  =+++ Grand

Total  

Crystal Award Sheet

The award sheet on the opposite page can be photocopied and used for each student in the 
class. The teacher gives “Crystal Rewards” based on six different language learning criteria.
The evaluation can be done over the course of a single activity, or as a measure of a student’s 
performance in the class as a whole.

The Crystal Reward sheet is also a great way to wrap up a Question Quest card game. After the
match is over the teacher can give points based on how well the students spoke and 
participated!

Each category has space for four weeks of Crystal Rewards. Students can add up their weekly 
totals to get the Grand Total for the entire month. Going for the top Grand Total sets up an 
exciting “metagame” that inspires the students to perform consistently across many lessons.

© 2014 Quest Maker Media
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Boss Battle : Advanced Version

Once the class has gotten used to the basic version, it’s time to have some real fun! Advanced Boss 
)H[[SL�MVSSV^Z�[OL�ZHTL�IHZPJ�ÅV^�HZ�ILMVYL��L_JLW[�[OL�IVZZ�OHZ����/7��[OL�WSH`LYZ�OH]L���/7��HUK�
each crystal hunter has stats that affect how much damage he or she can give and recieve:

The boss still has 6 “Tell me more!” boxes to challenge the crystal hunters, but in this version the 
players have their own special phrase boxes.

Just as before, after a box is used by the boss or the players, it is crossed out, not to be used again.

Special Abilities
Each player also has a special ability they can elect to use instead of doing regular damage.

• Kal’s Re-arm ability: Instead of damaging the boss, Kal can restore one crossed out phrase box to another player.

• Daphne’s One-two Punch: After a correct answer, Daphne can request an additional question. If she answers that    
   second question correctly she does double damage for an 8 point wallop! But if she misses the second question she  
   does no damage to the boss and takes the usual 3 points of damage to herself.

• Irwin’s Magic Blast: Irwin can choose to charge his magic by attempting to answer correctly for three consecutive turns. 
   On the third correct turn in a row, he unleases his energy blast for 15 points of damage! But if he has an incorrect answer 
   while charging, he has to start from scratch next turn. There are numbered circles under his power to help you keep track.

• Bansom‘s Power Boost: Instead of doing damage, Bansom can choose another player to “boost.” When that player’s
   turn comes next, if he or she answers correctly he or she will do double damage thanks to Bansom’s boost! This    
   power stacks on top of other powers, meaning if timed correctly it can be combined with Daphne’s One-two Punch 
   or Irwin’s Magic Blast for huge damage. If the boosted player gives an incorrect answer on their turn, the boost is 
   lost. Whether successful or not, a boost only lasts for one turn.

• Subasa’s Sniper Shot: At the end of every turn, if that turn’s question has been answered correctly, Subasa can supply
   additional information about that answer, much like a “Tell me more!” response. If she makes a correct and relevant 
   statment, she hits the boss for 1 point of bonus damage.

• Knites’s Healing Touch: Instead of doing damage to the boss, Knites can heal another player for 2 hit points. Using 
   this power she can even revive players who have been KO’d. However, Knites can’t heal herself, so the team needs
   to use their special phrase boxes to protect her when she’s in danger!

If the team watches each other’s backs and coordinates their powers, the boss will be KO’d in no 
time! Teachers and players are free to tweak, amend, or invent new rules as they like. The key is to 
keep the game balanced, engaging, and fun!

       What adventure would be complete without an 
� � � � � � � LWPJ�IH[[SL�HNHPUZ[�[OL�ÄUHS�IVZZ&�0U�[OPZ�NHTL�
       the powerful boss challenges the players with
various questions. When the players answer the questions incorrectly, they take damage and their 
hit points go down. When they answer correctly the boss is the one who’s taking the hits!

There are two versions of Boss Battle. The basic version has easy to pick up rules to get started
quickly. The advanced version gives each team member special abilities they can use to wage
JVU]LYZH[PVU�IH[[SL��6US`�I`�^VYRPUN�[VNL[OLY�JHU�[OL�JSHZZ�[HRL�KV^U�[OL�ÄUHS�IVZZ�

Choosing “The Boss”

In Boss Battle, the boss character attempts to “attack” the crystal hunting team with assorted 
questions. Because of this, it’s better to choose the teacher or a higher-level student to be the 
boss. The more varied and interesting the boss’s questions are, the more fun the game becomes. 
The boss can make up questions from his or her imagination, or pull questions from resources 
such as textbooks or testing materials. It’s especialy exciting to play Boss Battle with a deck of 
Question Quest : The Language Card Game, using the 74 regular Question Cards as prompts for 
the boss!

Boss Battle : Basic Version

The rules are very straightforward. The boss has 
12 hit points, and Kal’s crystal hunting team each 
has 3 hit points. The boss asks the different members 
of the team questions. If the player answers with a 
complete and grammatically accurate sentence, 
they do 1 point of damage to the boss. If the player 
makes a mistake or doesn’t provide an appropriate answer, the player takes 1 point of damage. 
Hits can be recorded by putting marks in the hit boxes on the game sheet. When either the boss 
or the entire crystal hunting team is out of hit points, the game is over.

The boss has 6 “Tell me more!” boxes. After a player answers correctly, the boss can challenge 
him or her to “Tell me more!” The player must then supply extra information that adds useful 
information to the answer. If the player correctly passes this challenge, he or she does damage. If 
the player makes a mistake, he or she takes damage. 

Each “Tell me more!” box can only be used once, after which the boss crosses it out. For 
example, the boss asks “How’s the weather today?”, to which the player answers “It’s sunny.”  
The boss says “Tell me more!” to which the player responds, “It’s also a little windy.” Because 
the player answered correctly he or she does 1 point of damage to the boss. The boss crosses out 
the “Tell me more!” box and one of his or her hit points, and moves on to ask the next player a 
question.

Kal
Deals 3 damage
Takes 2 damage
Ability: Re-arm

Subasa
Deals 1 damage
Takes 2 damage

Ability: Sniper Shot

Bansom
Deals 1 damage
Takes 2 damage

Ability: Power Boost

Daphne
Deals 4 damage
Takes 3 damage

Ability: One-two Punch

Irwin
Deals 2 damage
Takes 2 damage

Ability: Magic Blast

Knites
Deals 2 damage
Takes 1 damage

Ability: Healing Touch

“I’ll answer that!”

“What’s your answer?”

“I don’t know!”

The player can answer a question for another player. 

The player can pass a question they don’t want to answer 
to a different player.

The player can answer “I don’t know!” to a question, 
ending the turn with no one taking damage.

I’ll
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I don’t
know!



Basic Version: The boss asks a question to a different crystal hunter every turn. 
Correct answers deal 1 damage to the boss. Incorrect answers deal 1 damage 
to the character. When there’s no more HP the character is KO’d! The boss can
ask up to six follow-up-questions using the “Tell me more!” boxes on the left!

Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!
Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!

HP
© 2014 Quest Maker Mediawww.question-quest.com © 2014 Quest Maker Mediawww.question-quest.com



Advanced Version: The boss asks a question to a different crystal hunter every 
turn. Damage is dealt and received according the characters’ individual stats. 

Players can use their special phrase boxes to steal, pass off, or dodge 
questions. Each box can only be used once. 

Instead of doing regular damage, the players may use their special abilities for 
unique and more powerful effects. 

The boss has 50 HP, while the characters only have 5 HP. They need to work 
together and combine their unique powers to emerge victorious!

© 2014 Quest Maker Mediawww.question-quest.com © 2014 Quest Maker Mediawww.question-quest.com

Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!
Tell
me

more!
Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!

Tell
me

more!

Correct 
answer

DEAL 4
DAMAGE

Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 3
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!

One-two

Punch!

After answering correctly, Daphne 
may request an additional question. 
If correct, she does double damage. 
If incorrect, she does no damage at 
all and takes 3 damage!

Correct 
answer

DEAL 1
DAMAGE

Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 2
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!

Power

boost!

Instead of dealing damage, Bansom
may select another player to boost.
If that player gets a correct answer
on his or her next turn, that player
does double damage!

Correct 
answer

DEAL 1
DAMAGE

Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 2
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!

Sniper

shot!

Subasa can add useful information 
to any player’s correct answer to do
1 point of bonus damage. She can
use this special ability every turn!

Correct 
answer

DEAL 3
DAMAGE

2
Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 2
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!Re-arm!

Instead of dealing damage, Kal 
may restore one “I’ll anwer that!”, 
“What’s your answer?”, or “I don’t 
know!” box to another player.

Correct 
answer

DEAL 2
DAMAGE

Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 2
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!

Instead of dealing damage, Irwin
can attempt to get a correct answer
three turns in a row. If successful,
he deals 15 points of damage!

Correct 
answer

DEAL 2
DAMAGE

Incorrect 
answer

TAKE 1
DAMAGE

 
answer
that!

What’s
your 

answer?

I’ll

I don’t
know!

Healing

touch!

Instead of dealing damage, Knites
may restore 2 HP to another player,
even players who have been KO’d.
However, she can’t heal herself!1      2      3
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1. box     box     boxs     boxes     boxies

2. knife   knife    knifes    knivies    knives    

3. !sh       ÄZO������ÄZOZ������ÄZOPLZ�����ÄZOLZ

3. mouse   mouses   mice   mousies   mouse

4. key        key    keyes    keys    keyies

5. hero    ��OLYV���OLYVZ���OLYVLa���OLYVLZ

1. house     houses   houseses   housess   house

2. woman   womans   womens   women    woman

3. man       men    manes     mans   mens

4. deer       deers    deeres   deer  deerses

5. tooth      tooths    teeth    teethes  tooth

6. foot         foots      feets     foot     feet  

7. child    childs  childes  children  childreen

Ex. Jacob he

1.  Matthew       he    

2.  Carlos           he    

3. Hannah        she    

4. Olivia           she    

5. Alexander      he    

6. Lydia         she   

7. David         he   

8. Melanie     she   

Page 1 : Exercise A

Page 3 : Exercise A

Page 7 : Exercise B

Ex. It’s a desk.

1. It’s   an   apple.

2. It’s   a   clock.

3. It’s   an   egg.

4. It’s   a   horse.

5. It’s   an   ice cream cone.

6. It’s   a   wall.

7. It’s   an   owl.

8. It’s   an   eraser.

9. It’s   a   sandwich.

10. It’s   a   video game.

11. It’s   an   umbrella.

Page 15 : Exercise C

Ex. I live in Tokyo.

1. I live   at  117 Washington Road.

2. I live   in    an apartment.

3. I live   on    Main Street.

4. I live   on  �[OL�ÄM[O�ÅVVY�

5. I live   at   my grandparents’ house.

6. I live   in   Texas.

7. I live   in   the mountains.

Page 17 : Exercise C

Ex. Levi

Matthew

Emma

Bruce

Lisa

Oliver

Kara

Audrey

Andrew

Joshua

boy

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

girl

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

boy

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

girl

_______

_______

_______

_______

_______

Page 18 : Exercise B

Ex. Jessica    she

1. Tammy      she  

2. Michael    he  

3. Hannah    she  

4. Megan     she  

5. Samuel    he   

6. Sarah       she  

7. Aaron      he   

8. Charlotte    she  

9. Thomas      he  

10. Seth          he  

11. Heather    she  

Page 19 : Exercise B

     . It’s mine.

     . It’s yours.

     . It’s his.

     . It’s hers.

     . It’s theirs.

     . It’s the school’s.

     . It’s Eric’s.

     _____  The school owns the computer.

     _____  That’s Eric’s surfboard!

     _____  The dog belongs to Jenny and Sarah.

     _____  I think that pencil belongs to that woman.

     _____  That belongs to me.

     _____  That jacket belongs to the man over there.

     _____  It belongs to you.

Page 20 : Exercise C

     . a lion

     . an octopus

     . your favorite TV show

     . the olympic athlete

     . a table

     . the supermarket

     . your new friend

     _____  Does              a table             have four legs?

     _____  Does      your new friend       have any hobbies?

     _____  Does          an octopus           have eight tentacles?

     _____  Does              a lion               have any sharp teeth?

     _____  Does your favorite TV show  have a lot of action?

     _____  Does    the olympic athlete    have any gold medals?

     _____  Does      the supermarket       have chocolate milk?

Page 22 : Exercise B

Ex. believe      beleeve

1. disapear      disappear

2. experiense      experience

3. monster      monstar

4. knowledge      noledge

5. VMÄZOHS� �����VMÄJPHS

6. recieve      receive

7. sensibel      sensible

8. speshal      special

9. until              untill

10. surprise      Z\YWYPaL

11. generally      jenerally

Page 24 : Exercise B

1. She has two comic books, and I have read       both      of them.

2. She has a    couple   of days off. 

3. He has a      little      money in his pocket.

4. He has a      few      friends who live abroad.

Page 25 : Exercise C

Circle the correct plural form of these words.

Ex. ball       balls     balles    ballies   ball

Circle the correct plural form of these words.

Guess if these names are a he (boy) or a she (girl).

Write a or an next to these words.

Complete these sentences with in, at, or on.

Are these usually boys names or girls names? Check the correct column.

Guess if these names are a he (boy) or a she (girl).

Match the answers that are similar.

Match the words and questions.

Draw a line through the wrong spelling.

Complete these sentences with little, both, few, or couple.
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What are you going to do tomorrow?     _____

What are you going to do yesterday?     _____

What are you going to do tonight?       _____

What are you going to do last week?    _____

What are you going to do next Friday? _____

>OH[�HYL�`V\�NVPUN�[V�KV�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�HNV&� FFFFF

>OH[�HYL�`V\�NVPUN�[V�KV�PU�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ&� FFFFF

What are you going to do this summer? _____

Ex. What are you going to do in August?

1. What are you going to do   at   7:00 p.m.?

2. What are you going to do   in   two weeks?

3. What are you going to do   in   an hour?

4. What are you going to do   on   Friday? 

5. What are you going to do   at   one o’clock?

6. What are you going to do   in   the morning?

7. What are you going to do   on   your birthday? 

Page 28 : Exercise A

Page 28 : Exercise B

1. I can dancing.       _____

    I can dance.        _____

���0�JHU�THRPUN�WPaaH�����FFFFF

����0�JHU�THRL�WPaaH��������FFFFF

3. I can play baseball.     _____

     I can playing baseball.  _____

Page 29 : Exercise B

Ex. What do you usually do at home?

1. What do you usually do   in   the morning?

2. What do you usually do   at   night?

3. What do you usually do   on   Tuesday?

4. What do you usually do   in   the afternoon? 

5. What do you usually do   on   Halloween?

6. What do you usually do   at   7:00 p.m.?

7. What do you usually do   on   weekends?

Page 31 : Exercise B

Ex. I play soccer.

1. I     go    shopping.

2. I     go    skiing.

3. I     play    video games.

4. I     go    bowling.

5. I     go    swimming.

6. I     do    yoga.

7. I     play    the violin.

  8. I     go   �Z\YÄUN�

  9. I     do    ballet.

10. I     play    hockey.

11. I     do    judo.

Page 31 : Exercise C

Ex. I want to eat WPaaH�

1. I want to     watch     TV.

2. I want to     play     soccer.

3. I want to     listen     to music.

4. I want to     make     cookies.

5. I want to     go     shopping.

6. I want to     stay     at home.

7. I want to     see     a movie.

8. I want to     take     a bath.

9. I want to     do     karate.

Page 32 : Exercise B

     . midnight

     . quarter after twelve

     . noon

     . quarter to twelve

     . half past twelve

�������Ä]L�HM[LY�[^LS]L

     . ten to twelve

_____ 12:00 a.m.

_____ 12:15 a.m.

_____ 12:05 p.m.

_____ 12:30 p.m.

_____ 11:50 a.m.

_____ 11:45 p.m.

_____ 12:00 p.m.
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Where are you going yesterday? _____

Where are you going now? _____

Where are you going last night? _____

Where are you going this Friday? _____

Where are you going in an hour?  _____

Where are you going ten minutes ago? _____

Where are you going two days from now? _____

Where are you going tomorrow?  _____

Ex. Where are you going  in  20 minutes?

1. Where are you going   on   Sunday?

2. Where are you going   in   three weeks?

3. Where are you going   in   July? 

4. Where are you going   at   11:00 a.m.? 

5. Where are you going   in   the afternoon?

6. Where are you going   on   May 15th?

7. Where are you going   at   noon?
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     . How strong are you?

     . How fast are you?

     . How tall are you?

     . How old are you?

     . How hungry are you?

     . How sleepy are you?

_____ I’m starving.

_____ I can barely keep my eyes open!

_____ I can lift 100 kilograms.

_____ I’m 170 centimeters tall.

FFFFF�0»SS�IL�ÄM[LLU�PU�4HYJO�

_____ I can run 100 meters in 10 seconds.
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     . How much money do you have?

     . How much cola do you have?

     . How much time do you have?

     . How much food do you have?

     . How much gas do you have?

     . How much bread do you have?

_____ I have a few slices.

_____ I have about a quarter of a tank.

_____ I have half an hour.

_____ I have about twenty dollars.

_____ None, I need to go to the supermarket.

_____ I have two liters in the refrigerator.
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Ex. I can run.        _____

      I can running.      _____

Put a check next to the correct sentences. 

Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

Put a check next to the correct sentences.

Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

Complete these sentences with do, go, or play.

Write the correct verb in the sentence.

Match the words and times.

Put a check mark next to the correct questions.

Complete these questions with in, at, or on.

Match these questions and answers.

Match these questions and answers.
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 1 g   = one gram  one grams  ten grams

 20 kg     = twelve kilograms twelve kilogram   twenty kilograms

 12 mg    =  twelve milligrams twenty milligrams twenty milligram

 15 l��������$� ÄM[`�SP[LYZ� � ÄM[LLU�SP[LY� � ÄM[LLU�SP[LYZ

 17 lbs.   = nineteen pounds  seventeen pounds   seventy pounds
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1. ¥1000    =  one thousand yens  one hundred yen one thousand yen

2. $20.00   =  twelve dollars  twenty dollars  twelve dollar

3. ¤12.00   =  twelve euros  twenty euros  twenty euro

4. $1.10     =  one dollars and ten cent one dollar and ten cents one dollar ten cent

5. ¤1.00     =  ten euros   one euro  one euros
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     . How was your dinner?

     . How was the concert?

     . How was school?

     . How was shopping?

     . How was your friend?

     . How was swimming?

_____ Terrible! Everything was too expensive! 

_____ She was very tired.

_____ It wasn’t very fun. The pool was too crowded.

_____ It was delicious.

_____ Great! They played my favorite song! 

_____ Interesting. I learned a lot.
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Ex. I like to play tennis in my free time.

1. I    do    ballet after school.

2. I like to    go    skiing on my free weekends.

3. I sometimes    go    shopping in my free time.

4. I    do    karate.

5. I often    go    swimming in my free time.

6. I occasionally    go    bowling with my friends.
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1. January                 4.  April      _______      7.  July_____      __     10.  October_______ 

2. February_______      5.  May      _______       8.  August______ _     11.  November_______ 

3. March_________       6.  June     _______       9.  September____     12. December

January 1st

February 2nd

May 3rd

July 4th

April 11th

June 12th

November 13th

March 21st

August 22nd

October 23rd

September 24th

December 30th
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Ex. I’m in a classroom now.

1. I’m    at    work.

2. I’m    in    my car.

3. I’m    in    the supermarket now.

4. I’m    on    the roof.

5. I’m    in    the kitchen.

6. I’m    on    the train this very moment.

7. I’m    at    home right now.

8. I’m    at    34 Maple street.

9. I’m    on    vacation   in   Hawaii.
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Ex. I play sports at school.

1. I listen to music    in   my bedroom.

2. I watch TV    at    home.

3. I watch movies    on    TV.

4. I order clothes    on    the internet.

5. I go shopping    in   Tokyo.

6. I eat lunch    at    Burger Land.

7. I sleep    on   �[OL�ZLJVUK�ÅVVY�VM�T`�OV\ZL�
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Ex. The table is under the shoes.

      The shoes are under the table.

1. The pencil is in the pencil case.

    The pencil case is in the pencil.

2. The picture is on the wall.

    The wall is on the picture.

3. The man is sitting next to the bus stop.

    The bus stop is sitting next to the man.
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    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a computer)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to some juice)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a violin)

    Where was this made?
    (pointing to a shirt)

____ The oranges were grown in America.

____ It says “Made in Vietnam” on the tag.

____ It was designed in California, but the microchips and  
         hard drive were made in China.

____ The body was made in Europe, but I’m not sure 
        about the strings.

.

.

.

.
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Circle the correct answer.

Circle the correct answer.

Match these questions and answers.

Complete the sentences with do, go, or play.

Write the months in order.

Write st, nd, rd, or th next to these dates.

Complete the sentences with in, at, or on.

Complete the sentences with in, at, or on.

Put a check in the box next to the logical sentence from each pair.

Match these questions and answers.
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Ex. Where were you yesterday?  ______

1. Where were you tomorrow?  ______

2. Where were you last night?  ______

3. Where were you next Friday?  ______

4. Where were you in an hour?  ______
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6. Where were you three days from now? ______
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Ex. I was at home.

1. I was    on    a school trip.

2. I was __at__ dinner.

3. I was __at__ work.

4. I was __in__ my classroom.

5. I was __on__ vacation.

6. I was __on__�[OL�[OPYK�ÅVVY�

7. I was __at__ a concert.

8. I was __in__ the basement.
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     . I came here by bus.

     . I came here by train.

     . I came here by plane.

     . I came here by car.

     . I came here on foot.

     . I came here by bicycle.

     . My father drove me here.

_____ I walked here.

_____ I took a bus here.

_____ I drove here.

_____ My dad dropped me off.

_____ I took a train here.

FFFFF�0�ÅL^�OLYL�

_____ I rode my bike here.
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     . It takes sixty minutes.

�������0[�[HRLZ�ÄM[`�TPU\[LZ�

     . It takes thirty minutes.

     . It takes twenty-four hours.

     . It takes forty-eight hours.

_____ It takes a whole day.

_____ It takes a quarter of an hour.

_____ It takes a couple of days.

_____ It takes almost an hour.

_____ It takes half an hour.

_____ It takes an hour.
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     . An air conditioner...

     . A fork...

     . A subway...

     . A jump rope...

     . A T-shirt...

     . Water...

_____ is for drinking.

_____ is for eating food.

_____ is for cooling off a room.

_____ is for wearing outside in the summer.

_____ is for moving people around the city.

_____ is for exercising.
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Ex. I’ll clean up tomorrow.            ____

1. I’ll listen to music last night.     ____

2. I’m going home after this class.   ____

3. I’ll meet you yesterday. ____

4. I’ll go to the supermarket in an hour.             ____

5. I’m going to a concert three days from now.    ____
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7. I’m going to a restaurant this weekend.        ____
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     . I usually wash the car on Saturday or Sunday.

     . I usually go shopping in the evening.

     . I usually practice piano on Mondays.

     . I usually get a book every week.

     . I usually wash clothes on the weekend.

     . I usually see my cousins every September.

_____ I visit relatives once a year.

_____ I buy one weekly.

_____ I wash them on weekends.

_____ I go at night.

_____ I wash it on weekends.

_____ I do it almost every Monday.
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_____ You can buy one at an electronics store.

_____ There’s a stationery store over there.

FFFFF�;OLYL»Z�H�IHRLY`�Ä]L�TPU\[LZ�MYVT�OLYL�

_____ You need to go to the hospital.

_____ There’s a great Indian restaurant down the street.
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Ex. I bought it at a convenience store.

1. I bought it    from    my friend.

2. I bought it    in    Osaka.

3. I bought it    at    Craft World.

4. I bought it    in    the men’s department.

5. I bought it    from    an online store.
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Check the correct questions.

Complete the sentences with in, at, or on.

Match the sentences.

Match the sentences.

Match the items with their purpose.

Put a check next to the correct sentences.

Match the sentences.

Match the questions and answers.

Complete these answers with in, at, on, or from.
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Question IndexQuestion Index

Are these ... ?  _________________________ 1
  (Ex. Are these cupcakes?)  
Are they ...ing ... ? __________________ 2
  (Ex. Are they playing soccer?)
Are those ... ? __________________________ 3 
  (Ex. Are those markers?)
Can you ... ? __________________________ 4 
  (Ex. Can you dance?)
Do you like ... ? _______________________ 5
  (Ex. Do you like peanuts?) 
How are you feeling? _________________ 6
How is (s)he? _________________________ 7
How’s the weather? __________________ 8
Is (s)he ...ing? _________________________ 9 
  (Ex. Is she listening?)
Is that a(n) ... ? ________________________10 
  (Ex. Is that an octopus?)
Is this ... ? ____________________________11 
  (Ex. Is this expensive?)
May I ... ? ____________________________12
  (Ex. May I have a cookie?)
What are these? _____________________ 13
What color is it? _____________________ 14
What’s this? _________________________ 15
What’s your last name? _______________ 16
Where do you live? __________________ 17 
Who am I? __________________________ 18
Who’s (s)he? ________________________ 19
Whose ... is that? ____________________ 20
  (Ex. Whose backpack is that?)
Did you bring ... ? _____________________ 21 
  (Ex. Did you bring your textbook?) 
Does ... have ... ? _____________________ 22
  (Ex. Does your house have a yard?)
Have you ever ... ? ____________________ 23
  (Ex. Have you ever seen a ghost?)
How do you spell ... ? _________________ 24
  (Ex. How do you spell potato?)
How many ... does ... have? ___________ 25 
  (Ex. How many erasers does she have?) 

How many people are in your family?___ 26
What are you doing now? _____________ 27 
What are you going to do ... ? ___________ 28
  (Ex. What are you going to do next week?) 
What can you do? ___________________ 29
What do you have in ... ? _____________ 30
  (Ex. What do you have in your pocket?) 
What do you usually do ... ? ___________ 31
  (Ex. What do you usually do after school?) 
What do you want to do? ____________ 32
What kind of ... do you like? ___________ 33
   (Ex. What kind of movies do you like?)
What time do you ... ? _________________ 34 
  (Ex. What time do you wake up?) 
What time is it? ______________________ 35
Where are you going ... ? ______________ 36
  (Ex. Where are you going tomorrow?) 
Who has the ...est ... ? __________________ 37 
  (Ex. Who has the longest hair?)
Who has the most ... ? _________________ 38 
  (Ex. Who has the most exciting job?)
Would you like some ... ? ______________ 39
  (Ex. Would you like some cake?)
How ... are you? _____________________40 
  (Ex. How old are you?)
How much ... do you have? ___________ 41
  (Ex. How much money do you have?
How much does this weigh? ___________ 42
How much is this? ___________________ 43
How was ... ? _________________________ 44
  (Ex. How was the concert?)  
What do you do? ____________________ 45
What do you do in your free time? ______ 46
What’s the date today? ________________ 47
What’s your favorite ... ? ______________ 48 
  (Ex. What’s your favorite dessert?) 
When did you ... ? ____________________ 49
  (Ex. When did you visit the museum?) 
When’s ... ? __________________________ 50
  (Ex. When’s your birthday?)
Where are you now? _________________ 51

Where do you ... ? ____________________ 52
  (Ex. Where do you meet your friends?)
Where’s the ... ? _____________________ 53
  (Ex. Where’s the bathroom?) 
Where was this made? _______________ 54 
Where were you ... ? __________________ 55
  (Ex. Where were you this morning?)
Which is ...er, ... or ... ? __________________ 56 
  (Ex. Which is slower, a turtle or a snail?) 
Which is more ..., ... or ... ? ____________ 57 
  (Ex. Which is more interesting, art class or    
   science class?)
How did you get here? ________________ 58
How do you get to ... ? _________________ 59
  (Ex. How do you get to the train station?) 
How long does it take you to ... ? ________ 60 
  (Ex. How long does it take you to read a book?)
How often do you ... ? _________________ 61
  (Ex. How often do you go bowling?)  
How well do you ... ? __________________ 62 
  (How well do you speak English?) 
What did you do ... ? _________________ 63
  (Ex. What did you do last night?) 
What does ... look like? _______________ 64
  (Ex. What does your car look like?)
What do you think about ... ? ___________ 65 
  (Ex. What do you think about classical music?)
What’s the difference between ... and ... ? _ 66 
  (Ex. What’s the difference between a lion     
   and a tiger?)  
What’s this for? ______________________ 67
What’s this made of? _________________ 68
When are you going to ... ? _____________ 69 
  (Ex. When are you going to eat lunch?) 
When do you usually ... ? ______________ 70 
  (Ex. When do you usually practice piano?)
>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�����&�FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF���
���,_��>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�a bank?) 
Where did you buy that? ______________ 72 
Where would you like to go someday? __ 73 
Would you rather ... or ... ? ____________ 74
  (Ex. Would you rather be strong or be fast?)

Numerical

Are these ... ?  _________________________ 1
  (Ex. Are these cupcakes?)  
Are they ...ing ... ? __________________ 2
  (Ex. Are they playing soccer?)
Are those ... ? __________________________ 3 
  (Ex. Are those markers?)

Can you ... ? __________________________ 4 
  (Ex. Can you dance?)

Did you bring ... ? _____________________ 21 
  (Ex. Did you bring your textbook?)

Do you like ... ? _______________________ 5
  (Ex. Do you like peanuts?) 

Does ... have ... ? _____________________ 22
  (Ex. Does your house have a yard?)

Have you ever ... ? ____________________ 23
  (Ex. Have you ever seen a ghost?) 

How ... are you? _____________________40 
  (Ex. How old are you?)
How are you feeling? _________________ 6
How did you get here? ________________ 58 
How do you get to ... ? _________________ 59
  (Ex. How do you get to the train station?) 
How do you spell ... ? _________________ 24
  (Ex. How do you spell potato?)
How is (s)he? _________________________ 7
How long does it take you to ... ? ________ 60 
  (Ex. How long does it take you to read a book?) 
How many ... does ... have? ___________ 25 
  (Ex. How many erasers does she have?) 
How many people are in your family?___ 26 
How much ... do you have? ___________ 41
  (Ex. How much money do you have?) 
How much does this weigh? ___________ 42 
How much is this? ___________________ 43 
How often do you ... ? _________________ 61
  (Ex. How often do you go bowling?)  
How was ... ? _________________________ 44
  (Ex. How was the concert?)  
How well do you ... ? __________________ 62 
  (Ex. How well do you speak English?)  
How’s the weather? _________________ 8
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Question Index

Is (s)he ...ing? _________________________ 9 
  (Ex. Is he studying?) 
Is that a(n) ... ? ________________________10 
  (Ex. Is that an octopus?) 
Is this ... ? ____________________________11 
  (Ex. Is this expensive?) 

May I ... ? ____________________________12
  (Ex. May I have a cookie?)

What are these? _____________________ 13 
What are you doing now? _____________ 27 
What are you going to do ... ? ___________ 28
  (Ex. What are you going to do next week?) 
What can you do? ___________________ 29 
What color is it? _____________________ 14 
What did you do ... ? __________________ 63
  (Ex. What did you do last night?) 
What do you do? ____________________ 45 
What do you do in your free time? ______ 46 
What do you have in ... ? _______________ 30
  (Ex. What do you have in your pocket?) 
What do you think about ... ? ___________ 65 
  (Ex. What do you think about classical music?)
What do you usually do ... ? ____________ 31
  (Ex. What do you usually do after school?) 
What do you want to do ... ? ____________ 32 
What does ... look like? _______________ 64
  (Ex. What does your car look like?) 
What kind of ... do you like? ___________ 33
  (Ex. What kind of movies do you like?) 
What time do you ... ? _________________ 34 
  (Ex. What time do you wake up?) 
What time is it? ______________________ 35 
What’s the date today? ________________ 47 
What’s the difference between ... and ... ? _ 66 
  (Ex. What’s the difference between a lion     
   and a tiger?) 
What’s this? _________________________ 15 
What’s this for? ______________________ 67 
What’s this made of? _________________ 68
What’s your favorite ... ? _______________ 48 
  (Ex. Are they sleeping?) 
What’s your last name? _______________ 16 

When are you going to ... ? _____________ 69 
  (Ex. When are you going to eat lunch?) 
When did you ... ? ____________________ 49
  (Ex. When did you visit the museum?) 
When do you usually ... ? ______________ 70 
  (Ex. When do you usually practice piano?)
When’s ... ? __________________________ 50
  (Ex. When’s your birthday?)

Where are you going ... ? ______________ 36
  (Ex. Where are you going tomorrow?) 
Where are you now? _________________ 51 
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���,_��>OLYL�JHU�0�ÄUK�a bank?) 
Where did you buy that? ______________ 72 
Where do you live? __________________ 17 
Where do you ... ? ____________________ 52
  (Ex. Where do you do your homework?)
Where was this made? _______________ 54 
Where were you ... ? __________________ 55
  (Ex. Where were you this morning?) 
Where would you like to go someday? __ 73 
Where’s the ... ? ______________________ 53
  (Ex. Where’s the bathroom?) 

Which is ...er, ... or ... ? ________________ 56 
  (Ex. Which is slower, a turtle or a snail?)
Which is more ..., ... or ... ? ____________ 57 
  (Ex. Which is more interesting, art class 
   or science class?)

Who am I? __________________________ 18 
Who has the ...est ... ? _________________ 37 
  (Ex. Who has the longest hair?)
Who has the most ... ? _________________ 38 
  (Ex. Who has the most exciting job?)
Who’s (s)he? ________________________ 19 

Whose ... is that? ____________________ 20
  (Ex. Whose backpack is that?)

Would you like some ... ? ______________ 39
  (Ex. Would you like some cake?)
Would you rather ... or ... ? ____________ 74
  (Ex. Would you rather be strong or be fast?)
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